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ABSTRACT 

Han, Mei, How Does Choosing Fitness Labeled Food Affect Consumer’s Intention to Forgo 

Exercise. Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), December 2020, 104 pp., 21 tables, 2 figures, 153 titles, 

4 appendices. 

As one of the most widely used marketing techniques, the role and effects of food labels 

have received significant attention from researchers. Different labels have very different 

influences and implications. This dissertation focuses on a unique persuasive language label: 

fitness label. This dissertation starts with a discussion on self-regulation mechanisms and 

research on goals, and their implications on how choosing fitness labeled food affects subsequent 

intention to forgo exercise.  

This dissertation finds that the existence of response conflict in food choice, as well as 

the magnitude of the response conflict affect consumer’s reaction mechanisms, which in turn 

affect consumer’s exercise intention. To be more specific, choosing fitness labeled food vs. 

choosing non-fitness labeled food does not affect consumer’s subsequent exercise decision when 

response conflict is absent in food choice. When there is a mild response conflict involved in 

food choice, choosing fitness labeled food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food decreases 

normal-weight consumer’s intention to forgo subsequent exercise. However, when the severity 

of response conflict increases to a stronger level, consumers who chose fitness labeled food 

exhibit higher intention to forgo exercise, this effect is present among all consumers.  
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Moreover, this dissertation proposes that consumer’s self-control significantly and 

negatively affects intention to forgo exercise. The collective predicting power of self-control and 

choosing fitness labeled food increases as the severity of response conflict increases. 

Furthermore, this dissertation finds that fitness label is able to produce a health halo that 

makes fitness labeled food seem healthier, yet the health halo is not sufficient to affect 

consumer’s intention to forgo exercise.  

This dissertation has three major contributions. First, it introduces response conflict to 

address some inconsistent findings of previous research about persuasive language labels. It 

helps to understand consumer’s reaction mechanisms when different levels of response conflicts 

are involved. Second, this dissertation lays a solid theoretical foundation for future studies. It 

reviews and summarizes relevant theories that can be applied to the area of food label studies, 

and discusses the applicability of these theories. Finally, this dissertation responds to the ethical 

concerns about using fitness label as a marketing tool. It shows that the negative effect of fitness 

label can be very limited. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Food label is an important communication medium for marketers and an essential 

information source for consumers (Tanner et al., 2019). Consumers always rely on food labels to 

make a choice. No matter it is a federally mandated nutrition label, or a simple “Fat free” claim, 

these labels on food affect consumers extensively, yet sometimes consumers don’t even 

recognize the existence of the effects. For instance, consumers tend to believe that “pure 

strawberry jam” is better than “sweet strawberry jam”; they may associate “organic” with 

“healthy”; and assume a drink with a food label tastes better than its unlabeled counterparts 

(Allison and Uhl, 1964; McClure et al., 2004). Consumers are often accustomed to food labels 

and the label’s corresponding associations that they don’t even give it a thought. However, some 

food labels may have negative impacts on consumers’ long-term well-being. For instance, 

Schuldt (2011) find that organic label is able to bias consumers’ calorie evaluation of the organic 

labeled food, which will in turn reduce their intention to exercise.  

A large body of research has already shown that consumers’ judgements of products and 

their subjective experiences can be affected by food labels (e.g. Shiv et al., 2005; Wegman et al., 

2018), however, research on persuasive language labels have observed inconsistent results. For 

instance, Vadiveloo et al. (2013) observe a negative effect of persuasive language labels on food 

consumption in their study 1, but the effect is not observed in their study 2. Gravel et al. (2012) 
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could not find a significant effect of persuasive language label. Koenigstorfer et al. (2013) find a 

negative effect of persuasive language label. These inconsistent findings significantly impaired 

the persuasiveness of research about persuasive language labels. Nevertheless, few literatures 

could provide a sound explanation for the inconsistent results. This dissertation attempts to 

bridge this gap by discussing the role of response conflicts. This dissertation proposes that 

different levels of response conflict activate people’s different reaction mechanisms. The 

different reaction mechanisms give rise to the differential influences of food label, Moreover, 

this dissertation is interested in exploring factors other than consumers’ judgements and 

subjective consumption experience of the food. To be specific, this dissertation looks at how 

does choosing a fitness labeled food, compared with choosing a non-fitness labeled food, affect 

consumers’ intention to forgo exercise.  

In the paragraphs that follow, this dissertation briefly introduces the history, the general 

impact, and the problem that arises from using food labels. Then the dissertation discusses the 

research questions that guide this study, and explains reasons why the research questions are 

worth exploring.  

Nowadays food labels are widely used to provide consumers with information and to help 

marketers branding their food products. For some people, food label is so omnipresent that it 

seems to be an ever-present practice. Yet it is indeed a rather recent development. The earliest 

product label probably comes from England around the 1660s, when products were sold 

unpackaged. The absence of consumer protection regulations provides unethical merchants 

opportunities to cheat customers, thus some merchants put their identifications on the products in 

order to differentiate their products, and this becomes the earliest prototype of modern product 

labels. In 1870 the Averill Chemical Paint Company registered the first trademark in the United 
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States. In 1906 the Pure Food and Drug Act was passed in the United States, it was the first law 

that seeks consumer protection by requiring “truth” on labels. The Gould Net Weight 

Amendment to the 1906 Act passed on 1913 explicitly requires that food package has to be 

“plainly and conspicuously marked on the outside of the package”. Entering the 20th century, a 

growing recognition of the prevalence of obesity and chronic disease has resulted in a series of 

efforts to promote healthy lifestyles, changing the packaging and labeling of food products are 

among these efforts. According to Boon et al. (2010), the Food and Drug Administration 

“provided more flexibility in making claims that could be useful in reducing or maintaining body 

weight or calorie intake”. Fitness label emerged during this period.  

To sum up, the original purpose of employing a food label is to facilitate consumers in 

decision making, and to promote consumers’ healthy lifestyles. A considerable amount of 

research studies suggests that employing food labels have positive effects on consumers’ dietary 

intake (Variyam, 2008; Post et al., 2010; Campos et al., 2011). Meanwhile, many researchers 

notice that consumers tend to form expectations or associations with certain food labels and the 

associations are able to affect consumers’ response to a food product. For instance, according to 

a national survey conducted in 2011, consumers may associate the “all natural” label with “no 

preservatives, perceive such products to have improved taste, improved nutritional value, and 

improved food safety”, these associations increase the likelihood of their purchase (Dominick et 

al., 2018), and the amount of money they are willing to pay for the food (Migliore et al., 2018). 

However, the effect of food labels does not always lead to good responses or healthy behaviors. 

For instance, Ogden et al., (2017) show that by using the label “snack” versus “meal”, the 

manipulation makes people consuming more sweet food and calorie. This trend is also present 
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when the label “healthy” or “organic” is used (Finkelstein & Fishbach, 2010; Chrysochou & 

Grunert, 2014; Orquin & Scholderer, 2015).  

Although the initial purpose of applying food labels is to aid consumers in their food 

choices, reinforce their nutrition knowledge, and ultimately help them to develop a healthy 

lifestyle. Yet more and more recent researchers argue that rather than improving consumers’ 

health conditions, some food labels are causing more health problems, such as obesity among 

consumers (Roe et al., 1999; Provencher & Herman, 2009; Chernev, 2011; Sütterlin & Siegrist, 

2015; Lan et al., 2017). In a more dramatic case, Schuldt & Schwarz (2010) call the use of 

“organic” food label as an “organic path to obesity”, given that they found consumers are more 

susceptible to giving up regular exercise after they consume organic labeled (versus regular) 

food. As a result, concerns had been raised regarding the ethical dimensions of using certain food 

labels as a marketing technique (Anker et al., 2011).  

As marketing is becoming more customer centered at this present time, given the debates 

on the problems resulted from food labels, it is imperative to answer the question whether certain 

food labels can raise health issues, and therefore should be discontinued as a marketing 

technique. Many researchers attempt to answer the question by looking at the effects of various 

food labels on consumers’ cognitions and health related behaviors, such as dietary intake and 

post consumption exercise.  

Understanding the impact of food labels on exercise intentions is imperative for two 

reasons. First, as most nutritionists argue, a healthy life is associated with both the food intake 

and energy output. Although considerable attention has been paid to the impact of food labels on 

food intake, the effect of food labels on exercise is largely underexplored. Exercise is especially 

important for developing a healthy lifestyle. This is particularly true for people who are 
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overweight or obese (Foreyt & Goodrick, 1995). Understanding factors that impact consumers’ 

exercise intention might help with providing effective means to improve consumers’ health 

conditions. Furthermore, understanding how marketing techniques can affect consumers’ 

exercise intention may have important implications for improving consumers’ well-being. Many 

medical practitioners suggest the merits of adopting diet food and regular physical exercise, yet 

few research studies have discussed the potential conflict between the two, nor have they 

discussed the mediating role of “response conflict”.  This dissertation discusses the potential 

effect of adopting fitness food on regular exercise.  

To advance knowledge about potential effects of food labels, this dissertation looks at a 

specific food label, the fitness label and its effect. To be precise, this dissertation explores what 

does “fitness label” on food mean from consumers’ perspective, and examines possible 

mechanisms through which choosing fitness labeled food affects consumers’ subsequent 

intention to forgo exercise.  

This dissertation chooses to examine fitness label for four reasons. First, the idea of 

obtaining fitness is becoming an increasingly hot topic for consumers. An ideal figure is held in 

high regard because it is closely related to health concerns, aesthetic appreciations, and even 

social and economic status (Dalleck & Kravitz, 2002; Featherstone, 1982; Fredrickson & 

Roberts, 1997). The notion of pursuing an ideal body weight emerges among children as young 

as 6 years of age (Dohnt & Tiggemann, 2006). Approximately 64% of US consumers have the 

inclination to control their weight (Yaemsiri et al., 2011; De Ridder et al., 2014). With the 

passion for getting fit, consumers are becoming increasingly vulnerable to fitness labeled 

products.  
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Second, consumers’ enthusiasm for fit figures has also ignited practitioners’ interests in 

releasing products with fitness concepts. Fitness labels are widely used in many categories of 

food such as snacks, drinks, and breakfast. According to Koenigstorfer et al. (2013), at least 67 

products with fitness labels are sold in a mid-sized supermarket. Practitioners spend a significant 

amount of money to associate their products with fitness with the hope of connoting their ability 

to improve consumers’ body image. Understanding the impacts of fitness labels on consumers’ 

perceptions and behaviors is also a profitable task for practitioners. 

Third, fitness label is different from many other previously mentioned food labels such as 

health label, organic label, or snack label. These labels received debates from researchers 

because mixed evidence was found on whether consumers would consume more food due to the 

labels. Even though researchers haven’t agreed on the mechanism that explains this 

phenomenon, they agree that none of these labels implies the need for consumers to control their 

diets. In contrast, fitness label connotes the need for controlling diets. The original definition of 

fitness concerns more about the functional capacity of people’s body system (Vanhees et al., 

2005). However, researchers noticed that the modern media has extensively associated fitness 

with lean and good appearance achieved through exercise and controlled dieting (Steward, 2000; 

Deighton-Smith, 2016). Accordingly, fitness label is different from many other food labels in a 

sense that it implies the need for controlling dieting, this unique characteristic of fitness label 

makes it a noteworthy subject for this dissertation.  

Last but not least, current understanding about theoretical basis of fitness label and its 

impact is very limited. Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner (2016) is among the few studies that 

investigate the effects of fitness label on consumers’ actual calorie intake and actual calorie 

expenditure. They find that fitness label has a negative effect on restrained eater’s actual calorie 
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expenditure, but this effect is not present among non-restrained eaters. The current dissertation 

aims to advance their study by exploring the mechanism of choosing fitness labeled food on 

consumers’ need for exercise. It differs from Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner (2016) in three ways. 

First and foremost, the most essential difference between this dissertation and studies by 

Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner (2016) is the research purpose. Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner 

(2016) innovatively identify a unique characteristic of fitness labeled food, which is its impact on 

exercise. The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the mechanism behind the phenomenon. 

Based on goal cognition literature, this dissertation first discusses the essence of the 

phenomenon, which is how a goal-consistent behavior influences a subsequent goal-consistent 

behavior. Then, this dissertation reviews related literature; summarizes theories and models that 

are frequently employed in other research studies to explain the impacts of different persuasive 

language labels; and uses three studies to identify the mechanism that explains the phenomenon. 

Second, this dissertation emphasizes the role of response conflict, which was not addressed by 

Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner (2016). This dissertation examines the role of response conflict by 

manipulating three different levels of response conflict, and identifies fitness label’s differential 

impacts at different response conflict levels. This is the most important contribution of this 

dissertation. Third, this dissertation adopts a different methodology. Koenigstorfer & 

Baumgartner (2016) utilize experiments, while this dissertation uses scenario-based surveys. 

This design allows participants to view the problem from a third person’s perspective, this 

dissertation aims to capture information that is not captured in the experiments. The scenarios 

used for this dissertation describe a hypothetical person’s food choice between fitness labeled 

food and regular food. Therefore, food choice here is a result of freewill rather than an imposed 

condition. This design helps to explore participants’ cognitive analysis of the choice.  
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To guide the research, this dissertation looks at the following research questions:  

RQ1: What does “fitness” mean and what does “fitness labeled food” mean to 

consumers? 

RQ2: When there is no response conflict in food choice, how does choosing fitness 

labeled food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food affect consumer’s subsequent 

intention to forgo exercise? 

RQ3: When there is a response conflict in food choice, how does choosing fitness labeled 

food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food affect consumer’s subsequent intention to 

forgo exercise? 

This dissertation discusses the meaning of fitness, the meaning of fitness label on food, 

and the possible mechanisms that explain fitness label’s effect consumer’s forgo exercise 

intention. This dissertation aims to build a conceptual basis for future studies that are interested 

in exploring food label’s impact on consumer’s behaviors. The remainder of the dissertation is 

organized as follows. First, the study begins with reviews of literature regarding the effects of 

food labels on consumers’ behaviors. Second, it summarizes six relevant theories and models 

that are helpful for explaining the impacts of fitness label. Third, it introduces the concept of 

response conflict, and discusses the impacts of choosing fitness labeled food under different 

levels of response conflict. Fourth, in the methodology section, this dissertation uses a 

preliminary study and four formal studies to examine the impacts of choosing fitness labeled 

food on intention to forgo exercise under different levels of response conflict. Last, this 

dissertation provides a general discussion of the results, an explanation of our theoretical and 

managerial implications, limitations, and future directions. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to review existing literature in order to develop hypotheses 

for this dissertation. Chapter 2 is organized as follows. First, Chapter 2 reviews the impact of 

food labels on consumers. There is a variety of different food labels that have differential 

impacts on consumers. This dissertation classifies fitness label into persuasive language 

category, and discusses the impact of persuasive language label on consumers’ judgements of 

food; consumers’ subjective experience; and consumers’ behavioral responses. Second, this 

dissertation discusses the theoretical basis of external factor’s ability to impact people’s exercise 

intention. This issue is worth discussion because it explains why a food label as an external 

stimulus, may have the ability to influence people’s exercise intention. Third, this dissertation 

reviews existing literature about the influence of food label on exercise intention, and 

summarizes six possible theories and models that may explain the impact. Fourth, this 

dissertation introduces the concept of response conflict, and develops hypotheses based on the 

six possible theories and models summarized previously.  

2.1. Effects of Food Label 

There are many different types of food labels. Brown et al. (2018) categorize food labels 

into nine different groups. These food label groups include: energy content label that displays the 
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energy content of the food; fat content label that displays the fat content of the food; serving-size 

label that displays the serving size of the food; traffic light label that uses traffic light symbol to 

indicate levels of nutrients of food; guideline daily amount label that suggests recommended 

amounts; nutrition facts label that displays the nutrition content of the food; exercise equivalent 

label that suggests the amount of exercise needed to practice in order to equal the calories 

contained in the food; persuasive language label that persuade consumers to purchase; and 

logo/symbol label. This dissertation examines the effects of fitness label, which pertains to the 

persuasive language label category. Other examples of persuasive language label include: 

organic label, green label, diet label, all-natural label, etc. 

The effects of persuasive language labels have been discussed extensively. Generally, the 

effects of persuasive language labels are largely observed in three aspects: consumers’ 

judgements of food; consumers’ subjective experience; and consumers’ behavioral responses. 

Many researchers agree that persuasive language labels can significantly affect consumers’ 

judgements of the food. For instance, consumers tend to consider food with persuasive language 

labels to be healthier, more favorable, contain less calorie content etc. (Freeman & Booth, 2010; 

Schuldt & Schwarz, 2010; Gravel et al., 2012; Schuldt, 2013; Besson et al., 2019; Schouteten et 

al., 2019; Besson et al., 2020). It’s important to note that these judgements are not formed based 

on objective information, instead, they came from the “bias” or “halo” resulted from the label 

itself. Previous research notice that the “halo” can be developed even when people have access to 

objective information (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). For example, Ebneter et al. (2013) find that 

people significantly underestimate the calorie content of low-fat labeled candy even when the 

caloric information is accessible. Moreover, the extent to which people agree with the value 

promoted by the persuasive language label significantly increases the likelihood that they will 
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develop health halos. This is observed in Schuldt (2011), who suggest that people high in pro-

environmentalism are more likely to develop health halos when exposed to organic label. This is 

in opposed to the notion that people with more relevant knowledge are better at conducting 

systematic evaluations. For instance, rather than being more cautious about the value of organic 

labels, pro-environmentalists are more likely to generate health and nutrition inferences when the 

organic label is present; and restrained eaters are more likely to be affected by fitness labels 

(Schuldt, 2011; Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner, 2016).  

Studies about the effect of persuasive language labels on consumers’ subjective 

experience mainly look at the effect on perceived taste. Consumers’ taste experience is 

subjective, and can be affected by many factors such as the information one receives (Litt & 

Shiv, 2012), the timing of information exposure (Braun-LaTour & LaTour, 2005), external visual 

and auditory stimuli (Knoferle & Spence, 2012; Velasco et al., 2014), emotion (Wang & Spence, 

2018) and food labels. For instance, Cavanagh et al. (2014) find that products that are branded as 

healthy or low in calorie are perceived to be tastier. Ebneter et al. (2013) find that low-fat 

labeling can increase taste experience.  

Research studying the effects of persuasive language labels on consumers’ behavioral 

response mainly look at consumers’ purchasing behavior, food intake and post-consumption 

exercise. A meta-analysis by Kaur et al. (2017) suggest that food carrying a health-related claim 

on label are more likely to be chosen by consumers, though this phenomenon is less salient on 

food that are high in fat and sugar. This result is echoed by a more recent study which shows 

organic label leads to higher willingness to pay (Schouteten et al., 2019). Regarding the effects 

on consumers’ dietary intake, Brown et al. (2018) systematically review articles examining the 

effects of nine types of food labels on consumption volume. After screening over 11128 abstracts 
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and analyzing 32 included articles, they suggest that the food label has varying effects on 

consumers’ dietary intake. Among the four studies that look specifically at persuasive language 

labels, two studies are found to have no effect on consumers and the other two studies observed a 

negative effect on dietary intake. These two studies show that consuming persuasive language 

labeled food leads to consumers’ overeating. Regarding consumers’ post-consumption exercise, 

most studies observed a negative effect. They suggest that persuasive language label either 

reduces consumers’ willingness to exercise, or reduces the actual calorie expenditure among 

those who consumed the labeled food (Schuldt & Schwarz, 2010; Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner, 

2016; Rodrigues & Garrido, 2016). Some researchers notice that the effects of persuasive 

language label on consumers’ behavioral responses may vary according to consumers’ restrained 

eating habits (Cavanagh et al., 2014; Koenigstorfer & Baumgartner, 2016) and personal values 

(Schuldt, 2011).  

2.2. Exercise Intention 

Factors influencing people’s intention to exercise have been widely explored by a large 

amount of studies. For instance, researchers found that demographic factors (Egli et al., 2011; 

Josefsson et al., 2017; Pelssers et al., 2017); descriptive norms (Esposito et al., 2016); 

performance evaluation (Kwan et al., 2018); satisfaction (Schneider & Kwan, 2013; Sylvester et 

al., 2018); media (Ritland & Rodriguez, 2014) and many other internal and external factors can 

affect people’s exercise intention. Hence, an important question is what is the theoretical basis of 

the phenomenon that exercise intention can be affected by external factors?  

Researchers tend to rely on the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) and the self-

determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1980) to explain exercise intention. Research that apply the 
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theory of planned behavior suggest that a person’s exercise intention is planned, it is determined 

by the person’s instrumental attitude (the utility of exercise), affective attitude (enjoyment of 

exercise), perceived capability (the ability to exercise), perceived opportunity (time and access to 

exercise), and influence from significant others (Kerner & Grossman, 2001; Spink et al., 2012; 

Sas-Nowosielski & Nowicka, 2018; Rhodes et al., 2019; Lee & Lee, 2020). Accordingly, 

people’s exercise intention is determined by their affective and cognitive evaluations of exercise. 

People’s affection can be easily influenced by external stimuli, while their cognitive evaluation is 

determined by their personal experience and available information.  

Self-determination theory proposes that people have many different types of motives. 

One extreme is the intrinsic motive, which refers to doing things for its own sake and not 

affected by social-environmental conditions. The other extreme is the extrinsic motive, which 

refers to doing things in order to achieve a goal, it is largely affected by social-environmental 

conditions (Guay et al., 2003). The motives in the middle represent the degree to which an 

extrinsic motive is internalized by people, this is also referred as the different levels of self-

determination. People with the highest level of intrinsic motive are self-determined, their 

behaviors, including exercise behaviors are less likely to be influenced by external environment, 

and are largely determined by themselves. Research that is based on self-determination theory try 

to explain how different types of exercise motives affect exercise intention (e.g. Wilson et al., 

2003; Gonzalez-Cutre & Sicilia, 2012; Stanley et al., 2012; Giacobbi Jr et al., 2014; Shim et al., 

2017; Rodrigues et al., 2020). Among the motives that affect exercise intention, health-

orientation motivation and achievement motivation received the most attention.  

To sum up, a person’s exercise routine is mainly planned rather than spontaneous. 

People’s intention to exercise is determined by their affective and cognitive evaluation of 
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exercise, as well as their level of self-determination. External factors can influence people’s 

exercise intention when they can inspire people’s affection or provide valid information. The 

higher a person’s the level of self-determination is, the less likely for him/her to be affected by 

external factors.   

2.3. Theories Helping to Understand the Effects of Choosing 

Fitness Labeled Food on Exercise Intention 

Researchers suggest that people’s choices are not isolated, instead, an initial choice can 

affect a subsequent choice (Khan & Dhar, 2006). The effect of choosing fitness labeled food on 

post-consumption intention to forgo exercise pertains to this research area. Choosing fitness 

labeled food is a behavior consistent with a long-term health or fitness goal; and exercise is also 

a behavior consistent with a long-term health or fitness goal. Therefore, the question becomes 

whether an initial goal-consistent behavior enhances or impedes a subsequent goal-consistent 

behavior.  There are many theories and models available for explaining and predicting this 

question. This dissertation will review some of the theories and models that are frequently cited 

to explain the effects of an initial goal-consistent behavior on a subsequent goal-consistent 

behavior in the context of food consumption and exercise.  

2.3.1. The Ego-strength Model of Self-regulation 

The ego-strength model of self-regulation or the depletion theory is proposed by 

Baumeister et al. (1998), and it is one of the most prominent theories in explaining the 

phenomenon of self-regulation failures. The theory suggests that one’s ability to execute self-

control or self-regulation relies on limited supply of psychological and cognitive resources. As a 
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result, any self-regulation attempts that deplete the resource will reduce the strength of self-

regulation in the subsequent attempt. In other words, after a successful self-regulation practice 

(suppressing a desire to perform a goal-consistent behavior), a self-regulation failure is more 

likely to happen. This theory has been applied in over 200 experiments to explain various self-

regulation behaviors (Carter et al., 2015). For example, Vohs & Heatherton (2000) find that 

performing self-control during an initial task led to difficulties in performing self-control during 

a subsequent task, and this phenomenon occurred only when self-control was required in the first 

task. Muraven et al. (2002) suggest that the depletion theory can be applied to explain health 

related behaviors such as alcohol abuse. They find that male social drinkers may consume more 

alcohol in situations when demand is restrained. Similar effect is also present in dietary 

disinhibition and impulsive eating. Kahan et al. (2003) find that restrained eaters who exerted 

self-control ate significantly more than did retrained eaters who didn’t exert self-control. Similar 

finding is also supported by Hofmann et al., (2007). Trait self-control and self-regulation 

resources interact to moderate the effect of self-control depletion on food consumption (Wang et 

al., 2015). Regular practice of self-control tasks may improve self-control capacity (Muraven, 

2020). 

Depletion theory suggests that the depletion of self-regulation resources explains why a 

goal-consistent behavior is more likely to lead to a goal-inconsistent behavior. In the case of 

choosing fitness labeled food and making an exercise decision, according to the depletion theory, 

whether choosing fitness labeled food lead to reduced physical activity is determined by the self-

regulation resource consumed by choosing fitness labeled food. Self-regulation recourse is 

consumed when people suppress their desires and choose an alternative option that does not 

satisfy their desires. In other words, there is a conflict exists between people’s desires and some 
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long-term goals, in order to achieve the long-term goal, people have to suppress their desires. 

Since suppressing desires depletes the self-regulation resource, people will exhibit a behavior 

that is inconsistent with the long-term goal in order to satisfy the suppressed desire in the 

previous decision setting. In the context of the depletion theory, the question of this study 

becomes whether there is a conflict exists between choosing fitness labeled food and satisfying a 

desire. We will discuss this question in details in section 2.4.  

 

2.3.2. Cognitive Control Theory 

Cognitive control theory is proposed by neuroscientists. It starts with the concept of 

response conflict. Response conflict refers to the simultaneous activation of alternative yet 

incompatible responses (Dewitte et al., 2009). For instance, choosing to purchase a luxury 

vacuum automatically activates the alternative of purchasing an affordable vacuum to save 

money. The cognitive control theory suggests that there exists a conflict monitoring system, it 

detects and evaluates current levels of response conflict, passes the information to the control 

centers, translates the occurrence of conflict into compensatory adjustments in control, and 

triggers the control centers to adjust the strength of their influence on processing. The process to 

“configure itself for the performance of specific tasks through appropriate adjustments in 

perceptual selection, response biasing, and the on-line maintenance of contextual information” is 

called cognitive control (Botvinick et al., 2001). For instance, when people see the word “red” in 

color green, and are asked to name the color, the mismatch between the word “red” and color 

green results in a response conflict. People’s conflict monitoring system automatically detects 

and evaluates the level of response conflict, and the control centers adjust people’s sensitivity to 
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the word and sensitivity to the color so that people can accurately name the color and gradually 

reduce their reaction time.  

Dewitte et al. (2009) suggest that similar response conflicts result in similar control 

processes. As a result, when people encounter two consecutive and similar response conflicts, the 

control process tends to linger after adjusting the first response conflict. Therefore, when people 

encounter the second response conflict, the cognitive control system will be able to interfere 

immediately, and will enhance the self-regulation performance at the second task in comparison 

with the previous condition that doesn’t involve a prior self-regulation task. However, when 

people encounter two consecutive yet different response conflicts, since the control system has 

been recruited in the first self-regulation task, and cannot be adapted to the second self-

regulation task swiftly, as a result, the cognitive control system cannot facilitate the performance 

of the second self-regulation task when different response conflicts are involved.  

Sometimes researchers like to compare the cognitive control theory with the depletion 

theory (Dewitte et al., 2009), because both the cognitive control theory and the depletion theory 

account for ego depletion, and when people encounter two consecutive yet different self-

regulation decisions, both theories predict the same result.  

 

2.3.3. The Halo Effect 

The halo effect was first proposed by psychologists who find that when people believe a 

person has a central quality such as being a warm person or looks attractive, people may 

unconsciously believe that the person also possesses other positive attributes such as generosity, 

high intelligence etc. (Asch, 1946; Dion et al., 1972). This bias is referred to as halo, and it also 

exists in the area of consumer behavior study. Researchers notice that when consumers have a 
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favorable impression about a product, they would assume that the product also has other good 

attributes (Thorndike, 1920). For instance, consumers tend to assume that organic food is low in 

calorie (Schuldt, 2011). Roe et al. (1999) find that consumers are more likely to rely the health 

claim on the package rather than on the nutrition information to form inferences about a food 

product, and they form more positive judgements of the product merely because of the presence 

of the health claim. In another example, Lee et al. (2013) find that the presence of an organic 

label significantly reduces consumers’ calorie estimation, increases willingness to pay, and 

increases nutritious perceptions. Such a halo effect is also present when low fat label (Ebneter et 

al., 2013), health claim (Chandon & Wansink, 2007), social claim label (Schuldt et al., 2012), 

organic label (Lee et al., 2013), fruit label (Sütterlin & Siegrist, 2015), all-natural label (Amos et 

al., 2019) are used on food products. The halo effect produces a positive feeling from consuming 

the product. Some consumers may even consider eating the product as a substitute to exercise, 

they gained enough feeling of being healthy and achievement that they are meant to get from 

exercise. As a result, researchers suggest that the halo effect can lead to consumers’ physical 

inactivity (Schuldt & Schwarz, 2010).  

 

2.3.4. The Licensing Effect 

The self-licensing effect stems from the theories of goals and self-regulation, it is another 

widely cited approach to explain why people engage in unhealthy, discrepant behaviors (Huberts 

et al., 2011). The self-licensing effect is based on the rationale that consumers are constantly 

facing conflicting goals, they either execute self-regulation to pursue the long-term goals such as 

saving money and being healthy, or license themselves to pursue the short-term gratification 

(Fishbach & Dhar, 2005; Chen, 2016). The licensing effect happens when people try to resolve a 
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conflict between a short-term “want” and a long-term “should” by looking for reasons to justify 

an indulgent choice (Prinsen et al., 2018). For example, Khan & Dhar (2006) find that 

purchasing luxury goods becomes more justifiable if the consumer had previously engaged in 

charity behaviors. This is because the engagement in charity behaviors establishes a positive self-

concept that balances off the guilt feeling resulted from purchasing luxury products.  

Both the licensing effect and the halo effect are frequently used to explain the negative 

effects of persuasive language labels, and the licensing effect differs from the halo effect in the 

following ways. First, the functioning mechanism is different. The halo effect allows people to 

indulge by producing a positive feeling through consuming persuasive language labeled food; 

whereas the licensing effect liberates people to choose an indulgent option by reducing the guilt 

associated with the indulgent option. And guilt is reduced by making effort towards the long-

term goal.  Second, the condition for the effect to take place is different. The halo effect takes 

place when people consume the food, regardless of people’s intention. Whereas in the licensing 

effect, people’s intention plays a vital role. Their behaviors must be driven by their free will, and 

the behavior should have enough strength to justify their subsequent indulgent choice. People’s 

conscious to relate a previous behavior and the subsequent indulgent option is a prerequisite for 

the licensing effect to take place (Mukhopadhyay & Johar, 2009). 

Table 1 provides a sample of previous literature that explore the self-licensing effect. 

From previous literature, it is noticed that consumers usually use enhanced self-attributes, goal-

fulfillment, or perceived effort to license themselves to adopt an indulgent option. In all these 

studies, consumers made efforts to achieve the long-term goal in their first choices.  
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Table 1 

Sample Studies Exploring the Self-licensing Effect 

 

2.3.5. The Behavioral Priming Effect 

Social psychologists suggest that exposure to related words, environmental cues, social 

influences or even mental construct of social influences can activate knowledge structures that 

affect one’s behavior (Bargh et al., 1996; Shah, 2003; Wryobeck & Chen, 2003; Fitzsimons et 

al., 2008). For example, Bargh et al. (1996) find that people exhibited more interruption 

behaviors when the word rudeness was primed. Many mechanisms can explain this behavioral 

priming effect. Some researchers suggest that this behavioral priming process is purely passive 

and happens unconsciously, participants exposed to the priming effect are unaware of the 

activation of the effect (Shah, 2003). For instance, van Kleel et al. (2011) find that people 

unconsciously reduced food intake after viewed exercise and fitness commercials. Some other 

researchers propose that the priming process is purely goal-driven, the effect takes place only 

when people’s goals are activated. For instance, Aarts & Dijksterhuis (2003) find that when 

participants were exposed to a picture of a library, those with the goal to visit a library responded 

faster to silence words, and talked less loudly. This effect is not present among participants who 

Justification from initial behavior or choice Effect Citation 

Enhanced self-attributes More hedonic purchase Khan & Dhar (2006) 
Enhanced self-attributes Less altruism and dishonest Mazar & Zhong (2010) 
Enhanced self-attributes Less altruism Kouchaki & Jami (2018) 
Enhanced self-attributes More hedonic purchase Jeong & Koo (2015) 
Enhanced self-attributes Less altruism Conway et al. (2012) 
Goal-fulfillment Indulgent food choice Chen (2016) 
Goal-fulfillment Indulgent food choice Wilcos et al. (2009) 
Perceived effort More hedonic purchase Kivetz & Simonson (2002) 
Perceived effort Indulgent food choice Fishbach & Dhar (2005) 
Perceived effort More hedonic purchase Septianto (2017) 
Perceived effort Hedonic eating Huberts et al. (2011) 
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did not have the goal to visit a library. Many researchers also suggest that the behavioral priming 

process involves both cognition and motivation (Smeesters et al., 2003; Fitzsimons et al., 2008). 

For instance, Papies & Hamstra (2010) find that environmental cues that prime the goal of 

getting a slim figure enhance restrained eaters’ self-regulation, but the environmental cues did 

not affect unrestrained eaters.  

Regardless of the specific mechanism that explains the behavioral priming effect, many 

researchers suggest that environmental cues are capable of shifting people’s attention to cue-

related goals.  For instance, by investigating the effects of environmental cues on the self-

regulation of eating and smoking, Mann & Ward (2007) show that environmental cues 

significantly affect attentional focus, which in turn, affects people’s health relevant behavior. 

Goals can be activated not only by goal-consistent cues, but also by goal-inconsistent cues. For 

example, Fishbach et al. (2003) find that temptations such as fattening food can also promote 

goal-consistent behaviors.  

Fitness labels are able to provide an environmental cue that primes a fitness goal. 

According to the behavioral priming literature, fitness label has the potential to trigger behavioral 

priming effect. Fitness labels such as “nestle fitness cereal”, “fitbar”, “golean”, “slimfast” etc. 

activate people’s goals to get fit. Unlike the organic label or other health labels that inform the 

production process and possible relationship between a food substance and healthy-related 

conditions (Prada et al., 2016), a fitness label explicitly relates to exercise and the end-state of 

exercise, which is being fit. This is a unique characteristic of fitness labels. Van Osselaer & 

Janiszewski (2012) suggest that people’s behaviors are largely influenced by their activated 

goals. Any activated goals people possess at this point will largely affect their exercise intention, 

and the importance or the value of the activated goal significantly increase the magnitude of 
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impact on people’s behaviors. This is evidenced in a meta-analysis by Weingarten et al. (2016), 

who show us that goal-related words can significantly impact participants’ behaviors, and the 

more important the outcomes associated with the goal, the more significant the impact is. Fitness 

label’s potential to trigger the behavioral priming effect is also suggested by Wryobeck & Chen 

(2003), they find that when exposed to words that activate goals of getting fit or active, 

participants become more likely to engage in exercises. In sum, the fitness label has the potential 

to activate consumers’ goal of getting fit. 

 

2.3.6. Research about Goal Commitment and Goal Progress (hereafter: Goal Research) 

Researchers generally agree that people’s thoughts, feelings, decisions and actions are 

affected by both the external forces and internal self-regulation system. Self-regulation system 

exercise control over people’s thoughts and actions through a series of psychological processes. 

Many self-regulation theories are available to explain different psychological processes and their 

impacts (Bandura, 1991; Kuhl, 1991; Koch & Nafziger, 2011), yet at the heart of these theories 

lies the construct of goals. Goals are essential for self-regulation system because they provide 

motivations for our choices and actions, they also function as a yardstick for self-monitoring and 

self-evaluation, which enable people to react differently according to their levels of goal 

fulfillment.  

Researchers agree that setting goals can promote more goal-consistent behaviors. Yet 

Soman & Cheema (2004) found that this is not always the case. They observe a deteriorating 

impact on subsequent behavior if participants violate their goals in an earlier behavior. Inspired 

by this finding, Fishbach & Dhar (2005) suggest that goals can be represented by goal 

commitment and goal progress. Goal progress emphasizes efforts that have been done towards 
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achieving a specific goal. While goal commitment is a continuous variable that focuses on the 

strength of a goal. Consumers with multiple goals need to rely on either goal progress or goal 

commitment to make a choice. When consumers place more weight on goal commitment, it is 

more likely for them to make a choice that is consistent with that goal. When consumers place 

more weight on the progress they have achieved, it is more likely for them to make a choice that 

is inconsistent with that goal. Furthermore, a same action can both signal goal commitment and 

goal progress, which explains the occurrence of inconsistent behaviors induced by the same goal. 

Goal research about goal commitment and goal progress explains the opposite predictions 

generated by the licensing effect and the behavioral priming effect. A behavior is able to 

highlight a goal commitment, and signal a goal progress, therefore, whether people will be more 

goal-consistent or goal-inconsistent is determined by their focus on either the commitment or the 

progress. Goal research integrates both the licensing effect and the behavioral priming effect, it 

considers the conditions when fitness label signals a progress (effort) and primes a commitment 

(activated goal). Therefore, the remainder of this dissertation will not discuss the licensing effect 

and the behavioral priming effect any more. It will only discuss goal research about commitment 

and progress. 

 

2.4. Formulation of Hypotheses  

As explained in section 2.3., the question of how does choosing fitness labeled food 

affect intention to forgo exercise is essentially the question of how does a goal-consistent 

behavior affect subsequent goal-inconsistent intention. Every goal-consistent decision fall in one 

of the three categories: easy decision; moderate decision, and hard decision. It is the level of 

dilemma encountered at the decision stage determines the difficulty of the decision. This 
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dissertation uses response conflict to refer to the dilemma. This dissertation suggests that 

different levels of response conflict will activate people’s differential reaction mechanisms to 

their choices. The following sections will discuss the role of response conflict, and three levels of 

response conflict: 1) when there is no response conflict in food choice; 2) when there is a mild 

response conflict involved in food choice; and 3) when there is a strong response conflict 

involved in food choice. The dissertation will discuss people’s differential reaction mechanisms 

under each level of response conflict. Hypotheses are developed separately for each different 

level of response conflict. 

 

2.4.1. The Role of Response Conflict at Food Choice Stage 

According to previous analysis of existing literature, response conflict occurs when a 

decision involves alternative yet incompatible responses. The presence of response conflict in 

initial decision setting (choosing fitness labeled vs. non-fitness labeled food) is essential in 

influencing people’s subsequent decision (forgo exercise decision). Here lies an assumption that 

the second decision setting involves a response conflict, because when response conflict is absent 

in the second decision setting, people’s only desire is to achieve a goal. As a result, the previous 

decision will not influence the second decision, instead, the goal will determine people’s choice 

in the second decision setting (Van Osselaer & Janiszewski, 2012). Generally, most people have 

conflicting goals to rest and to get fit. Therefore, exercise decision involves a response conflict 

for most people. The presence of a response conflict in exercise decision makes our research 

question worth exploring.  

Now the vital question is whether the food choice stage involves a response conflict or 

not? To discuss this question, it is necessary to consider three possible situations: when choosing 

fitness labeled food vs. non-fitness labeled food does not involve any response conflicts; when 
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choosing fitness labeled food vs. non-fitness labeled food involves mild response conflicts; and 

when choosing fitness labeled food vs. non-fitness labeled food involves strong response 

conflicts. Each of the three situations is explained by a different mechanism according to 

previously summarized theories and models, and therefore produces a different set of 

hypotheses.  

 

2.4.2. When Response Conflict is Not Involved in Food Choice 

2.4.2.1. Condition When Response Conflict is Not Involved in Food Choice 

First, examine the condition when response conflict is not involved. Before any analysis, 

it is necessary to discuss whether it is possible that the behavior does not involve any response 

conflicts. As introduced earlier, Dewitte et al. (2009) define response conflict as the 

simultaneous activation of alternative yet incompatible response. In other words, response 

conflict occurs when the achievement of one goal requires the sacrifice of another goal. 

Accordingly, response conflict does not exist when two choices are essentially the same. Assume 

that consumers do not have product information or do not see product information while 

purchasing, which is possible because many consumers do not pay attention to product 

information at all (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), then for consumers, the subjective difference 

between the fitness labeled food and regular food is the food label, therefore, it is possible that a 

response conflict is not involved in food choice.  

 

2.4.2.2. Prediction of Each Theory 

Theories and their corresponding predictions are demonstrated in Table 2. Detailed 

explanations of each theory are presented below the table.  
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Table 2 

Theories and Predictions When There is no Response Conflict 

 

 

According to the depletion theory, people do not consume self-regulation resource when 

they do not exert self-control, and their ability to exert self-control will not be impaired when 

self-regulation resource is not depleted. Since self-control involves managing conflicts (Mann & 

Ward, 2007), people will not exert self-control when there is no response conflict. As a result, 

when response conflict is not involved at the food choice stage, choosing fitness labeled food 

will not influence people’s subsequent intention to forgo exercise by depleting their self-

regulation resource. And people should have enough self-regulation resource to inhibit their 

desire to forgo regular exercise regardless of the food they consumed earlier.  

Similar prediction can be generated using the cognitive control theory. People’s cognitive 

control system will be activated only when there is a response conflict. Therefore, people’s 

cognitive control system will not be activated during food choice stage. The activated cognitive 

control system may assist people’s exercise decision making, and people’s reaction to the 

exercise decision will not be impeded by any existing control process. In other words, people’s 

self-control capability can help them to exert goal-consistent behaviors in making exercise 

decisions. This is not to conclude that it is people’s food choice that enhances their exercise 

Theory Prediction

1. Ego-strength Model of Self-regulation
There is not a decrease in self-regulation resource. People's self-control reduces 

forgo exercise intention.

2. Cognitive Control Theory
The cognitive control system is not activated in the food choice stage. People's self 

control can reduce forgo exercise decision.

3. Halo Effect
Choosing fitness labeled food increases forgo exercise intention due to the health 

halo produced by fitness label.

4. Goals Research Cannot predict people's decision.
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intention, but to suggest that at this point, people’s exercise decision can be enhanced by their 

own cognitive control system.  

The halo effect predicts a positive effect on intention to forgo exercise. The halo effect 

suggests that persuasive language label produces a positive halo that bias people’s judgements. 

The biased judgements mislead people to assume the food possess attributes that they actually do 

not possess, and make people believe eating the food can substitute exercise. According to halo 

effect, eating fitness labeled food is good enough to substitute regular exercise. Therefore, people 

should be more willing to forgo exercise after consuming fitness labeled food. 

The goal research suggests that people’s behavior is driven by their goal commitment or 

their goal progress. If they focus more on their commitment, a goal-consistent behavior is more 

likely to happen. If they focus more on their progress, a goal-inconsistent behavior is more likely 

to happen. When response conflict is absent, the two food choices are essentially the same. As a 

result, choosing fitness labeled food can both highlight goal commitment and signal goal 

progress. Therefore, it is impossible to predict people’s subsequent behavior through goal 

commitment and goal progress according to goal research.   

 

2.4.2.3. Hypothesis Formulation 

To sum up, according to existing theories, when response conflict is not involved in food 

choice, the depletion theory suggests that choosing fitness labeled food doesn’t deplete self-

control resource, so that people should have enough self-control resource to continue their 

regular exercise regardless of the food they consumed earlier. The theory of cognitive control 

suggests that people’s control system should be able to function when deciding whether or not to 

engage in exercise, regardless of the previous food choice. The halo effect suggests that choosing 
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fitness labeled food should impair people’s subsequent intention to exercise due to the health 

halo produced by fitness label. The goal research does not make a prediction. Therefore, we 

hypothesize that, 

H1: when response conflict is not involved in food choice, choosing fitness labeled food 

has stronger positive effect on consumer’s intention to forgo exercise than choosing non-

fitness labeled food.  

Study 1 will be used to examine H1. 

 

2.4.3. When A Mild Response Conflict is Involved in Food Choice 

When choosing between a fitness labeled food and a non-fitness labeled food involves a 

response conflict, regardless of the strengths of the conflict, how does choosing fitness labeled 

food influence forgo exercise intention becomes a question of how exerting self-control in an 

initial task influences self-control performance in a subsequent task. In order for a response 

conflict being generated, choosing fitness labeled food or choosing non-fitness labeled food must 

be two distinctive options. This distinction leads to the situation that both options have pros and 

cons. Yet consumers decide to accept the cons of fitness labeled food and give up the pros of 

non-fitness labeled food; thus, ending up with choosing the fitness labeled food in order to gain 

fitness. This process involves both response conflicts and self-control.  

 

2.4.3.1. Possible Factors Lead to Response Conflicts in Food Choice  

Before we proceed to discuss the possible effect of food choice on forgo exercise 

intention, an essential question to ask is what factors can lead to a mild response conflict in food 

choice. This dissertation suggests the belief that fitness labeled food can promote fitness, and the 
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perceived unpleasant taste associated with fitness labeled food are factors that may lead to a 

response conflict, because these two factors make the fitness labeled food both desirable (good 

for fitness) and undesirable (unpleasant taste).  

As explained earlier, researchers notice that consumers may associate unpleasant taste 

with food that seems “healthy”. There are at least four reasons explaining why perceived 

unpleasant taste can lead to a response conflict. First, perceived taste is the most important factor 

that impacts consumers’ food purchase. This is evidenced in many research studies (Horgen & 

Brownell, 2002; Lalor et al., 2011; Miklavec et al., 2015), who found that taste determines 

consumers’ food selection. Moreover, in Boh et al. (2016), participants indicated that they ate to 

experience taste and enjoy food. For that reason, taste is able to generate a huge difference 

among different food options. Suppressing one’s desire to choose an unpleasant taste food in 

order to obtain fitness involves response conflict and requires self-control.   

Second, food taste is not an objective attribute, instead, it is a subjective evaluation. On 

the other hand, perceived taste can be affected by many external factors. It has been evidenced 

that besides gustatory, olfactory, and oral–somatosensory cues, visual cues and even intuition 

from certain texts can also influence perceived taste (Spence et al., 2010; Woods et al., 2011). 

For instance, Orquin & Scholderer (2015) found that implied health cues such as health related 

pictures have negative effects on perceived taste. This finding is consistent with the so called 

“unhealthy= tasty intuition” proposed by Raghunathan et al. (2006). Some researchers noticed 

that fitness or healthy food are typically perceived as tasting bad (Chrysochou & Grunert, 2014; 

Orquin & Scholderer, 2015; Mai & Hoffmann, 2015). Accordingly, fitness labeled food might be 

associated with bad taste, which produces a response conflict when people decide to purchase it.  
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Moreover, the impacted perceived taste can further influence how the taste is 

subsequently experienced (Spence et al., 2010; Woods et al., 2011). Researchers found that 

sometimes people’s taste experience is determined by their perceived taste rather than the actual 

taste of the food (Piqueras-Fiszman & Spence, 2015; Woods et al., 2010). For instance, Nitschke 

et al. (2006) found that when participants were told that their drink was only mild bitter when it 

was actually intensely bitter, participants reported that the drink was less bitter than they actually 

were. This is to say that our prediction about the taste can influence our actual taste experience. 

Therefore, perceived taste of fitness labeled food may further intensify the response conflict it 

produced.  

Lastly, taste perception can encourage people to engage in heuristic processing of 

information (Van Koningsbruggen et al., 2011), which primes people’s immediate enjoyment 

goal (Laan et al., 2017), the immediate enjoyment goal has a direct conflict with the distant 

fitness goal primed by fitness labeled food.  

 

2.4.3.2. Prediction of Each Theory 

When a mild response conflict is involved in food choice, Theories and their 

corresponding predictions are demonstrated in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Theories and Predictions When There is a Mild Response Conflict 

 

 

The distinction in perceived taste between fitness labeled food and non-fitness labeled 

food results in people’s preference towards the non-fitness labeled food. Accordingly, people 

have to exert self-control to choose a less desired fitness labeled food, and the performance of 

self-control consumes self-regulation resource. Please note that we cannot really measure 

everyone’s initial amount of self-regulation resource, the average resource cost for each self-

control performance, or the minimum amount of remained self-regulation recourse that ensure a 

successful self-control performance. According to the depletion theory, choosing fitness labeled 

food consumes self-regulation resource, but it will not necessarily exhaust one’s self-regulation 

resource, especially when the response conflict involved in the initial task is mild. As a result, we 

predict that although choosing fitness labeled food consumes self-regulation resource, the 

decision will not deplete the resource, and people still have enough self-regulation resource to 

exert self-control. 

Moreover, when the response conflict is mild, the cognitive control system will not be 

activated in the food choice stage. People should have enough self-control capability to resist a 

goal-inconsistent behavior in the exercise choice setting. 

Theory Prediction

1. Ego-strength Model of Self-regulation

There is a decrease in self-regulation resource among people who chose fitness 

labeled food. People have enough self-regulation resource in the exercise decision 

stage. Self-control reduces forgo exercise intention.

2. Cognitive Control Theory
The cognitive control system is not activated in the food choice stage. People's self 

control reduces their forgo exercise decision.

3. Halo Effect Choosing fitness labeled food increases forgo exercise intention.

4. Goals Research
Choosing fitness labeled food makes people with a normal BMI focusing more on 

goal commitment, so as to reduce their forgo exercise intention.
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The Halo effect suggests that choosing fitness labeled food increases intention to forgo 

exercise regardless of the presence or absence of a response conflict.  

According to the goal research, how would people make their exercise decision is the 

question of whether the effort of overcoming a mild response conflict to pursue a long-term goal 

signals a commitment or a progress? People use goals to facilitate the achievement of their 

desired end state. The first thing they tend to consider is whether the goal is achievable or not. 

Then they will consider whether the goal is valuable and important. These considerations allow 

people to evaluate their commitment to the goal (Zhang & Huang, 2010). Yet people’s goal 

commitment is usually ambiguous at this point. Koo & Fishbach (2014) suggest that when goal 

commitment is ambiguous, both the amount of effort required to achieve the goal, and the 

difficulty of efforts needed for goal attainment are uncertain. Therefore, a goal-related action will 

enable people to focus on their goal commitment. Based on this idea, when a mild response 

conflict is involved in food choice, overcoming the conflict to exercise a goal-consistent 

behavior does not require many efforts. Thus, this goal-consistent behavior is not sufficient 

enough to showcase the amount and difficulty of efforts needed to attain the goal, nor to reduce 

the discrepancy between people’s current state and the desired state. As a result, the behavior 

will highlight goal commitment rather than signaling goal progress.  

 

2.4.3.3. Hypotheses Formulation 

To sum up, when there is a mild response conflict involved in food choice, both the 

depletion effect and the cognitive control system are not activated. People should have sufficient 

self-control capacity to regulate their decisions. The halo effect predicts an increased forgo 

exercise intention after choosing fitness labeled food, due to the health halo produced by fitness 
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label. The goal research suggests the key is whether the food choice highlights the fitness goal or 

indicates the progress that has been made. Since the effort devoted to making the food choice is 

not substantial when the response conflict is mild, the food choice will highlight goal 

commitment rather than signal progress. Also, since goals have more significant effects on 

people’s behaviors than unconscious influences, and goal commitment overrides the influence of 

halo effect. Therefore, we hypothesize that, 

H2: when a mild response conflict is involved in food choice, choosing fitness labeled 

food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food negatively and significantly affect consumer’s 

intention to forgo exercise.  

Study 2 will be used to examine H2.  

 

2.4.3.4. Precondition 

Goal research argues that when people focus more on goal commitment, they will be 

more likely to exercise goal-consistent behaviors. In other words, when a mild response conflict 

is involved in food choice, choosing fitness labeled food vs. non-fitness labeled food will enable 

people to have an increased exercise intention. However, this prediction has a precondition, that 

is, people must agree with the value of the goal. As we explained earlier, people rely on the value 

and importance of a goal to form their goal commitment. A goal will not be activated if people 

do not value the end state of the goal (Forster et al., 2007). Therefore, in order for people to 

focus on the goal commitment, they need to value the end state of the goal.  

This dissertation suggests that people’s body mass index (BMI) could be an indicator of 

such a precondition. BMI is a screening tool that indicate whether people have healthy weight 

relative to their height. It can be calculated using people’s height and weight. Normal BMI 
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ranges from 18.5 to 24.9. Participants with BMI smaller than 18.5 are considered underweight, 

and those with BMI greater than 24.9 are considered overweight or obese. There are two major 

reasons why BMI could set a precondition. First, people with a higher-than-normal BMI face 

more challenges to achieve a fitness goal, and have lower probability of achieving the goal. 

According to what we explained earlier, when people set a goal, they will immediately evaluate 

the attainability of the goal, and give it up if the goal seems too difficult to achieve. Therefore, 

commitment to the fitness goal is more likely to be relevant for people with a normal or lower 

BMI.  

Second, BMI can roughly reflect how sedentary a person’s lifestyle is, and estimate the 

person’s ability to exercise. Usually, people with high BMI are less active than people with 

normal or low BMI. Genetic influence could be an exception (Dobosiewicz et al., 2018), yet 

there is evidence that regular exercise can reduce the genetic influence on BMI (Wang et al, 

2016). This is to say, a person who exercises regularly is unlikely to have a high BMI even if his 

genetic condition makes him easier to gain weight. Accordingly, people with high BMI are more 

likely to be those who are indifferent to fitness goal and reluctant to exercise. High BMI also 

confines a person’s ability to exercise (Salgado-Garcia et al., 2017). As a result, people with high 

BMI are less able to exercise even when they wish, which makes it easier for them to give up 

exercise. Since the normal range of BMI is 18.5 to 24.9, we suggest that people with a BMI 

equal to or lower than 24.9 will demonstrate more intention to exercise when a mild response 

conflict is involved in food choice. Therefore, we estimate that the effects of H2 will be enhanced 

among people whose BMI falls within the normal range.  
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2.4.4. When a Strong Response Conflict is Involved in Food Choice 

When choosing fitness labeled food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food involves a 

strong response conflict, people’s reaction mechanism will be completely different. Theories and 

their corresponding predictions are demonstrated in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 

Theories and Predictions When There is a Strong Response Conflict 

 

 

First of all, resolving a strong response conflict requires a large amount of self-regulation 

resource. According to the depletion theory, self-regulation resource is limited. As result, after 

exerting self-control to perform a goal-consistent behavior in an initial task, the available self-

regulation resource will be less. If the self-regulation resource is depleted in an initial self-

control task, a subsequent goal-inconsistent behavior is more likely to occur. Overcoming a 

strong response conflict requires a large amount of self-regulation resource. And consumption of 

a large amount of self-regulation resource reduces people’s ability to exercise self-control in a 

subsequent decision setting. That is, people will be more likely to forgo exercise after 

overcoming a strong response conflict in order to choose a fitness labeled food.   

Theory Prediction

1. Ego-strength Model of Self-regulation

Self-regulation resource is largely consumed when choosing fitness labeled food. 

People will not have enough self-regulation resource in the exercise decision 

stage. Choosing fitness labeled food increases intention to forgo exercise.

2. Cognitive Control Theory

The cognitive control system is activated when people choose fitness labeled food. 

People who chose fitness labled food will encounter more obstables to make a 

goal-consistent exercise decision. Choosing fitness labeled food increases 

intention to forgo exercise.

3. Halo Effect Choosing fitness labeled food increases intention to forgo exercise.

4. Goals Research
Choosing fitness labeled food makes people focusing more on goal progress, so as 

to increase their forgo exercise intention.
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In the meanwhile, people’s cognitive control system will be activated when there is a 

strong response conflict. According to the theory, when the current level of self-control is not 

sufficient enough to perform a conflict resolution task, the occurrence of the conflict triggers the 

activation of the cognitive control system, which will intervene people’s responses (Botvinick et 

al., 2001). For instance, when the current self-control level is insufficient to resolve a severe 

response conflict, people’s cognitive control system will automatically adjust their reactions to 

the response conflicts. When people encounter consecutive, different and demanding response 

conflicts, since the control process has already been activated to deal with an initial response 

conflict, it is difficult to immediately shift the control process to another control process to deal 

with a different response conflict. For that reason, after the cognitive control system activates a 

control process to facilitate a reaction to an initial response conflict, the system cannot 

immediately shift the process to another different process in order to facilitate a different task. 

Therefore, when people encounter consecutive, different and demanding response conflicts, they 

might be able to exert self-control during the first task, but they are less likely to exert self-

control during the second task, due to the difficulty in shifting cognitive control process. In the 

context of strong response conflict, the initial task activates people’s cognitive control system 

during food choice stage. After people’s cognitive control system adjusted people’s response to 

respond to the initial response conflict, the system cannot shift to a new mode to facilitate 

people’s response to a different response conflict. Therefore, people will encounter more 

obstacles in reacting to the second response conflict, and they will have a greater chance to fail 

the second response conflict and forgo exercise.  

With respect to goal commitment and goal progress, overcoming a strong response 

conflict makes the goal attainment process clear. The magnitude of effort devoted to overcome 
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the strong response conflict shifts people’s attention from goal commitment to the result of their 

effort, which is the discrepancy between their current state and their desired end state. The shift 

in attention will enable people to consider their goal progress (Zhang & Huang, 2010; Koo & 

Fishbach, 2014).  Based on the analysis above, we can predict that choosing fitness labeled food 

vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food will encourage people to forgo exercise. A summary of our 

predictions using each theory is attached in Table 4. 

H3: when a strong response conflict is involved in food choice, choosing fitness labeled 

food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food positively and significantly affect consumer’s 

intention to forgo exercise.  

Study 2 will be used to examine H3.  

2.4.5. Alternative Explanation of Consumer’s Intention to Forgo Exercise 

As explained previously, according to depletion theory and cognitive control theory, 

people have the self-control capacity to inhibit their short-term “want”, the inhibition propels 

people to exhibit goal-consistent behaviors. The impact of self-control capacity on regulating 

goal-inconsistent behavior is not affected by external factors. In other words, consumer’s self-

control is able to regulate their food choice and exercise decision under all response conflict 

levels. Therefore, we hypothesize that, 

H4: Self-control negatively and significantly affect consumer’s intention to forgo 

exercise.  

Our conceptual framework is demonstrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework: Main Effect 

 

Figure 2: Conceptual Framework: Alternative Explanation 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Research Design 

The next section demonstrates studies that explore what do fitness and fitness label on 

food mean to consumers. And second, this dissertation investigates the effect of choosing fitness 

labeled food on subsequent intention to forgo exercise when response conflict is absent, mild, 

and strong. In the meanwhile, this dissertation examines the impact of self-control on intention to 

forgo exercise. 

To reflect consumer’s choice of fitness labeled food, scenarios are employed to describe a 

situation where a hypothetical person has to choose either a fitness labeled food or a non-fitness 

labeled food. To measure consumer’s inclination to forgo exercise, respondents will be asked 

whether they agree that the hypothetical person can forgo exercise or not post her food 

consumption. A preliminary study, and four main studies are conducted.  

 

3.1.1. Preliminary Study 

The purpose of the preliminary study is to find out what does fitness mean to consumers, 

and what does fitness label on food mean to consumers. The preliminary study helps to better 

understand the meaning of fitness label. Understanding the meaning of fitness label has 

important implications. Previous sections mention that many research studies have already  
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investigated the effect of organic label on exercise intention. Both fitness label and organic label 

pertain to persuasive language label category, yet fitness label’s effect deserves exploration 

because it is the only label that primes the end state of exercise. This preliminary study helps us 

to know if people would associate fitness label with exercise and whether fitness label has many 

other important meanings. The preliminary study is comprised of two open-ended surveys. 

Participants are asked to write down what does fitness mean to them, and what does fitness label 

on food mean to them. 

 

3.1.2. Research Design of Study 1 

The purpose of study 1 is to examine H1, which is the effect of choosing fitness labeled 

food on intention to forgo exercise when the food choice stage does not involve any response 

conflicts. In study 1, participants do not receive any food-related information other than the food 

label, the two food options are almost identical except that they have different labels. This design 

helps to make sure that the two food options will not result in any response conflict or will only 

result in minimum response conflicts. This is because there is no additional information that can 

put the two options in both advantaged and disadvantaged positions. In the meanwhile, this 

manipulation helps to ensure that any effect on intention to forgo exercise comes from the fitness 

label. The research design of study 1 is adapted from Schuldt & Schwarz (2010). Study 1 focuses 

on comparing respondents’ opinions towards forgoing exercise under two conditions: choosing 

fitness labeled food vs. choosing non-fitness labeled food. Therefore, study 1 employs a single-

factor research design with 2 conditions. The scenario designed by Schuldt & Schwarz (2010) 

describes a university student’s dessert choice between a regular dessert and an organic dessert. 

Then a survey question asking respondents to indicate whether they think the student in the 
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scenario can forgo exercise. This original experiment is designed to examine whether the choice 

of a regular dessert, an organic dessert or no dessert serves to affect respondents’ acceptance 

towards forgoing exercise. We found this experimental design appropriate for testing the impact 

of choosing fitness labeled food on intention to forgoing exercise. Scenarios used in study 1 is 

attached in Appendix A. 

 

3.1.3. Research Design of Study 2 

The purpose study 2 is to examine H2, that is, investigating the effect of choosing fitness 

labeled food on intention to forgo exercise when the food choice stage involves a mild response 

conflict. Study 2 continues to use the basic scenario design of study 1. Therefore, study 2 adopts 

a single-factor experimental design with 2 conditions. In study 2, participants receive more 

information about the taste of the two food options to reflect the existence of a mild response 

conflict. This method was employed by Prada et al., (2016), where they manipulate the strengths 

of the moderating factors by adding a brief description in each scenario. Based on the scenarios 

used in study 1, the new scenarios briefly explain that non-fitness labeled food tastes better than 

fitness labeled food. The scenarios in the mild response conflict condition do not emphasize the 

response conflicts experienced by the hypothetical person in her food choice. The response 

conflict is manipulated rather than measured. Participants are asked to answer a series of survey 

questions after reading the scenario. Survey questions used in study 2 is exactly the same as the 

questions used in study 1. Scenarios used in study 2 is attached in Appendix B. 
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3.1.4. Research Design of Study 3 

The purpose of study 3 is to examine H3, that is, investigating the effect of choosing 

fitness labeled food on forgo exercise intention when the food choice involves a strong response 

conflict. Study 3 continues to use the basic scenario design of study 1 and study 2, which makes 

study 3 a single-factor research design as well. In study 3, the scenarios emphasize the taste 

difference, as well as the conflict the hypothetical person experienced. The response conflict is 

manipulated rather than measured. 

In study 2, response conflict is hinted to respondents by suggesting that choosing fitness 

labeled food requires sacrificing taste. Whereas in study 3, the scenarios explicitly present a 

conflict in front of respondents: satisfying a craving immediately or following a long-term fitness 

goal. This simple manipulation makes response conflict stronger in study 3, because the conflict 

is more salient. While at the same time this simple manipulation ensures the scenarios used for 

both studies are not significantly different.  

After reading the scenario, participants are asked to answer the same set of survey 

questions as those used in study 1 and study 2. The detailed scenario design is attached in 

Appendix C.  

 

3.1.5. Research Design of Study 4 

The purpose of study 4 is to identify the mechanism that explains choosing fitness labeled 

food’s impact on forgo exercise intention when there is a strong response conflict. According to 

section 2.4.4., H3 is developed based on the depletion theory, the cognitive control theory, and 

the research about goal progress. All three theories generate the same prediction, which is the 
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positive impact of fitness label on intention to forgo exercise. Study 4 aims to identify the exact 

theory that explains the positive impact of fitness label on forgo exercise intention.  

Study 4 uses a single-factor experimental design with 2 conditions. Participants are asked 

to read one of the scenarios that describe a strong response conflict used in study 3. The response 

conflict is manipulated rather than measured. Then instead of indicating their willingness to 

forgo exercise, participants are asked to read a second scenario about making another food 

choice. After reading the second scenario, participants are asked to indicate their willingness to 

forgo exercise. This scenario design follows a sequence of food choice response conflict A1 + 

food choice response conflict A2 + exercise response conflict B.  The first two consecutive same 

response conflicts help to rule out either the depletion theory or the cognitive control theory. If 

respondents assigned to fitness condition in A1 demonstrate goal-consistent behavior in A2, the 

result can rule out depletion theory since this result suggests respondents’ self-regulation 

capability is not depleted in A1. If respondents assigned to fitness condition in A1 demonstrate 

goal-inconsistent behavior in A2, the result can rule out cognitive control theory, since self-

regulation in A1 does not facilitate self-regulation in A2. With the three consecutive response 

conflicts: A1 + A2+ B, this design helps to determine if goal progress is playing a role. This is 

because with the effect of goal progress, respondents assigned in fitness condition in A1 are 

supposed to demonstrate two consecutive goal-inconsistent behaviors in A2 and B. The detailed 

scenario design is attached in Appendix D. 

 

3.2. Measurements 

The four main studies have one dependent variable, and two competing independent 

variables: self-control and choosing fitness labeled food (hereafter: fitness label). Measurements 
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are adapted to examine dependent variable: intention to forgo exercise; and independent variable: 

self-control. Fitness label is manipulated. The response conflict level is manipulated in the 

scenarios of study 2, study 3 and study 4, it is not measured. The following section explains 

measurements. 

 

3.2.1. Dependent Variable: Intention to Forgo Exercise 

The dependent variable of this study is intention to forgo exercise. In the studies by 

Schuldt & Schwarz (2010) and Prada et al. (2016), intention to forgo exercise is measured by one 

question immediately after the scenario, the question is “under this circumstance, do you think it 

would be okay for the person in scenario to skip her usual 3- mile run tonight”. Respondent’s 

answers range from 1 to 7, with 1 representing “not okay at all”, and 7 representing “very okay”. 

To better capture respondents’ opinions about need for exercise, this study adopts the question 

used by Schuldt & Schwarz (2010) and Prada et al. (2016), and creates three other 7-item Likert 

scale questions to measure need for exercise. The items are demonstrated in Table 6.  

 

Table 5 

Intention to Forgo Exercise Measure 

 

 

 

Items Source

1. Under this circumstance, do you think it would be okay for her to skip her usual 3-mile run 

tonight? Schuldt & Schwarz (2010)

2. Under this circumstance, do you support that she should skip her usual 3-mile run tonight? Self-developed

3. To what extent do you think she should continue her usual 3-mile run tonight? Self-developed

4. Do you think skipping the 3-mile run is a good decision? Self-developed

5. If you were her, would you skip the 3-mile run? Self-developed

Intention to Forgo Exercise
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3.2.2. Rival Independent Variable: Self-Control 

Self-Control is an important independent variable because according to the depletion 

theory and the cognitive control theory, when a response conflict is absent or mild, people’s self-

control capacity plays a vital role in influencing their subsequent exercise decision. Please note 

that a person’s self-control evaluation is not equal to the self-control capacity he/she has when 

facing a dilemma. This is because first of all, the person’s self-evaluated self-control ability is 

subjective, a difference could exist between the person’s actual self-control ability and his/her 

subjective self-evaluated self-control. Second, a person’s self-control ability is not equal to the 

amount of self-regulation resource he/she has at a specific point of time. According to the 

depletion theory, people consume self-regulation resource whenever they need to overcome a 

conflict or dilemma, which reduces their self-control capacity in subsequent dilemmas. 

Therefore, people’s self-control capability is dynamic, whereas their self-evaluated self-control 

value is static.  

However, people’s self-evaluated self-control value is an important indicator of their 

current self-control capability when the response conflict is absent or mild. This is because they 

haven’t consumed a significant amount of self-regulation resource yet, so the difference between 

their self-evaluated self-control value and current self-control capability is not significant when 

response conflict is absent or mild.  

This study uses two 7-point Likert items to measure participants’ self-control. These 

items are: “I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals while resisting temptations 

along the way”, and “usually, when something tempts me, I manage to resist the temptation”. 

The two items constitute a short version of Dispositional Self-Control (DSC) scale adopted from 

Ein-Gar & Steinhart (2011).  
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Table 6 

Self-Control Measure 

 

 

3.3. Procedures and Results of Preliminary Study  

This is a preliminary study that aims to investigate the meaning of fitness and the 

meaning of fitness label to consumers. This preliminary study is independent from the four main 

studies. Two independent surveys were collected asking people to write down their 

understanding about the word fitness and the label fitness on food. Two PhD students from other 

majors helped with the coding process. Since the answers are usually short, they used 

exploratory coding that allow the texts to guide their coding. A total of 49 respondents 

(female=46.9%, MAge=24, SDAge=5.85) ranging from 20 to 48 years old answered the question 

“what does fitness mean to you”. Four of the surveys were left blank, leaving the total number of 

responses 45. As demonstrated in Table 7, the survey generated five groups of definitions about 

fitness. These definitions include: being healthy, being healthy and having a good body shape, 

release stress and feel good, to be physically active, and it represents quality of life. As expected, 

these results indicate that people may associate the word fitness with health, which is in 

accordance to our argument in previous sections saying that fitness might be able to create a 

health halo just like the organic label. Moreover, the word fitness also reminds people of 

physical activity and good body image, this is accordance with our argument that fitness label 

might be able to prime the goal of being fit.  

Items Source

1. I am good at resisting temptation. Ein-Gar & Steinhart (2011)

2. I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals. Ein-Gar & Steinhart (2011)

Self-Control
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A total of 115 respondents (female=48.7%, MAge=22, SDAge=3.73) ranging from 18 to 36 

years old answered the question “what does fitness in food mean to you”. One incomplete 

response was eliminated. Different from responses to the meaning of fitness, responses to the 

meaning of fitness in food generated a total of 11 themes, some of them are overlapping themes, 

each response involved 1 to 4 themes.  

As demonstrated in Table 7 below, these themes include: 1) Worse taste. For example, 

one respondent wrote, “Less calories, carbs, smaller portions, potentially compromised taste to 

improve nutrition value”. Three respondents mentioned worse taste. 2) Boost energy. For 

example, one respondent wrote, “Boost energy and endurance for exercise”. Thirteen 

respondents mentioned boost energy. 3) Support weight control. For example, one respondent 

wrote, “It helped me lose weight”. Twenty-eight respondents mentioned support weight control. 

4) Improve body shape. For example, one respondent wrote, “Healthy body and sexy body”. 

Three respondents mentioned improve body shape. 5) Support health. For example, one 

respondent wrote, “Healthy, low sugar, lots of energy, on the go”. Sixty-nine respondents 

mentioned support health. 6) Better or healthier ingredients. Thirty-three respondents mentioned 

better or healthier ingredients. For example, one respondent wrote, “More calories to help with 

the workout but healthy ingredients”. Another respondent wrote, “They are somehow healthier, 

less sugar, more protein, etc.”. 7) Higher price. For example, one respondent wrote, “Healthy and 

expensive”. Three respondents mentioned higher price. 8) Increase positive emotion. For 

example, one respondent wrote, “Fitness makes us happy and satisfied”. Three respondents 

mentioned increase positive emotion. 9) Low calorie. For example, one respondent wrote, “Low 

calorie and zero sugar, loaded with vitamins”. Thirteen respondents mentioned low calorie. 10) 

Pure marketing. For example, one respondent wrote, “Misleading term”. Nine respondents 
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believe that fitness in food is pure marketing or a lie. 11) Moderation. For example, one 

respondent wrote, “Moderation/abstaining from unhealthy food/beverages”. Two respondents 

mentioned moderation. 

The result shows that the meaning of fitness label on food and the meaning of the word 

fitness has two similarities. The first similarity is fitness label on food can also result in a health 

halo, which makes people believe that the food is healthier and contains less calorie content. The 

second similarity is the ability to prime the goal of getting fit. Furthermore, fitness label may also 

produce an impression that the food is less tasty, this is consistent with previous findings 

showing that consumers tend to associate healthy food with worse taste (Chrysochou & Grunert, 

2014; Orquin & Scholderer, 2015; Mai & Hoffmann, 2015). This finding is also consistent with 

our previous assumption, that fitness labeled food may be associated with unpleasant taste. Its 

unpleasant taste and its ability to promote fitness may produce a response conflict, that impairs 

subsequent exercise intention. In sum, both surveys indicate that a large number of consumers 

tend to relate “fitness” with “health”. When “fitness” is used in food, a good portion of 

consumers might perceive the food to be healthy with better ingredients, low calorie while still 

be able to boost energy, and is helpful for controlling weight.  
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Table 7 

Demonstration of Responses 

 

Responses Number of responses Percentage

Being healthy 20 44.44%

Being healthy and having a good body shape 7 15.56%

Release stress and feel good 4 8.89%

To be physically active 3 6.67%

Quality of life 11 24.44%

Worse taste 3 2.63%

Boost energy 13 11.40%

Support weight control 28 24.56%

Improve body shape 3 2.63%

Support health 69 60.53%

Better or healthier ingredients 33 28.95%

Higher price 3 2.63%

Increase positive emotion 3 2.63%

Low calorie 13 11.40%

Pure marketing 9 7.89%

Moderation 2 1.75%

What does 

"fitness" mean 

to you 

What does 

"fitness label" 

on food mean 

to you
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CHAPTER IV 

STUDY 1 

The purpose of study 1 is to investigate the impact of choosing fitness labeled food on 

consumer’s forgo exercise intention when response conflict is not present in food choice. Fitness 

label condition is manipulated in scenarios (Appendix A). This chapter describes the design, 

procedure, and results of study 1. 

 

4.1. Experimental Design 

The experimental design of study 1 is mainly developed based on Schuldt & Schwarz 

(2010)’s scenario design, study 1 made the following modifications. First, the choice of food in 

the scenario is made between a fitness trail mix and non-fitness trail mix. Koenigstorfer & 

Baumgartner (2016) show that the negative effects of fitness labels increase when food is primed 

as dietary-permitted, and vanish when the food is primed as dietary-forbidden. Rather than using 

desserts that are either considered as vice or virtue, this study uses neutral food to keep the result 

free from possible intervening variables. According to Knight & Boland (1989), trail mix can be 

considered as both vice food and virtue food. Second, the scenario used in the study 1 has two 

rather than three conditions: fitness trail mix condition and non-fitness trail mix condition. Study 

1 doesn’t have the no dessert condition. This is because the purpose of this dissertation is to 

explore how a goal-consistent behavior (choosing fitness labeled food) affects a subsequent 
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goal-consistent behavior (exercise). The first goal-consistent behavior is the independent variable 

of this dissertation. The no dessert condition doesn’t consider the first goal-consistent behavior; 

therefore, it does not pertain to the research purpose of this dissertation.  

Intention to forgo exercise is our dependent variable, study 1 uses five 7-point Likert 

items to measure this dependent variable, the items are: “under this circumstance, do you support 

that she should skip her usual 3-mile run tonight?”, “under this circumstance, do you think it 

would be okay for her to skip her usual 3-mile run tonight?”, “to what extent do you think she 

should continue her usual 3-mile run tonight?”, “do you think skipping the 3-mile run is a good 

decision?”, and “If you were her, would you skip the 3-mile run?”. Self-control is measured by 

two 7-point Likert items, they are: “I am good at resisting temptation”, and “I am able to work 

effectively toward long-term goals”. 

Study 1 also creates two items to examine the health halo produced by fitness label. 

Participants are asked to indicate to what extent they agree with the two items: “compare with 

regular trail mix, fitness trail mix has less calorie”, and “compare with regular trail mix, fitness 

trail mix is more healthful”.  

Participants of study 1 are recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). MTurk is a 

crowdsourcing marketplace that has been used by many researchers to collect data for 

experimental research and surveys. Its reliability, efficiency, and effectiveness have been 

supported by many researchers (e.g. Huang & Sengupta, 2020; Scott et al., 2020).   

 

4.2. Procedure 

There is a total of 303 participants completed the survey in exchange for a $1 

compensation. They were told that the researchers were interested in understanding consumer’s 
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lifestyles as well as their opinions towards a hypothetical situation, the survey takes about 10 

minutes. Participants were directed to a demographic section after they clicked on the “start” 

button. The demographic section includes questions about participants’ age, gender, ethnicity, 

height, weight, exercise frequency and exercise intensity. These demographic questions help to 

ensure that participants in both conditions are not significantly different. After participants 

finished the demographic section, they were asked to estimate their self-control. Then they were 

randomly leaded to one of the two scenarios about a college student’s food choice and her 

exercise decision.  

After reading the scenario, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they 

agree that the student should forgo exercise. Participants’ own preferable food choice, their 

evaluations of the calorie contents, and healthfulness of the two food choices were measured 

subsequently. Two attention check questions were inserted in the middle of these questions. The 

first attention check question asked participants to indicate “which trail mix did the hypothetical 

student choose”. The second attention check question asked participants to select “5”. 

The first step of the data screening process is to check for missing values. Since the 

survey has forced response on all questions, all submitted surveys were completely answered. 

The second step is to eliminate all responses that don’t pass the attention check questions and the 

responses that were completed within a very short period of time (e.g. within 250 seconds). This 

is because we tested reading surveys before distributing them, and it took about 5 to 10 minutes 

to complete the survey. Ninety responses failed this screening process; they were eliminated at 

this stage, leaving a total of 213 responses for study 1 (female= 50.7%, Mage= 30.45, SDage= 

11.845). The descriptive statistics of all participants in study 1 is demonstrated in Table 8. 
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Participants in the fitness label condition and non-fitness label condition are not significantly 

different in terms of their age, gender, exercise frequency, and exercise intensity. 

 

Table 8 

Descriptive Statistics of Participants in Study 1 

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Reliability and Validity 

This study uses Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability (CR), standardized factor 

loadings (SFL), average variance extracted (AVE), as well as correlation and square root of AVE 

to examine the reliability and validity of the scales. According to Hair et al. (2010), the reliability 

score measured by Cronbach’s alpha should exceed a threshold of 0.7 to demonstrate enough 

reliability. Results of the reliability and validity tests can be found in Table 9 and Table 10.  

Based on Table 9, the five items of intention to forgo exercise loaded on one single 

factor, all the factor loadings are greater than 0.7. Moreover, the intention to forgo exercise scale 

has high enough AVE (greater than 0.5), CR (greater than 0.7), and Cronbach’s alpha values 

(greater than 0.7), suggesting that the scale has acceptable reliability and convergent validity. 

The two self-control items loaded on the same factor; all factor loadings are greater than 0.5. The 

Fitness Label Condition Non-Fitness Condition

(N=98) (N=115)

Demographics

Age Mage=30.56 Mage=30.36

(16 - 67 years) (16 - 69 years)

Female 49% 52%

Personal Characteristics

Exercise Frequency Mfrequency=3.24 day/week Mfrequency=3.13 day/week

Exercise Intensity Mintensity=3.61 Mintensity=3.45

Self-Control
Mself-control=9.704 Mself-control=9.452
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scale has high enough AVE, CR, and a slightly low Cronbach’s alpha value. We will keep the 

scale since self-control has a very good CR, suggesting the scale is reliable (Tangney et al., 

2004; Ein-Gar & Steinhart, 2011). 

 

Table 9 

Results of Reliability Test of Latent Variables: Standardized Factor Loadings, Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE), Composite Reliability, and Cronbach’s Alpha 

 

 

Table 10 

Results of Validity Test: Correlation and Square Root of AVE 

 

 

Constructs SFL AVE CR Alpha

Forgo Exercise .698 .920 .898

Do you support that she should skip her usual 3-mile run tonignt? .881

Do you think it would be okay for her to skip her usual 3-mile run tonight? .835

Do you think skipping the 3-mile run is a good decision? .896

If you were her, would you skip the 3-mile run? .812

(R) To what extent do you think she should continue her usual 3-mile run tonight? .746

Self-Control .683 .812 .617

I am good at resisting temptation. .810

I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals. .840

Note: excluded respondents that don't pass manipulation check

Forgo Exercise Self-control

Pearson Correlation .835

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pearson Correlation -.206** .826

Sig. (2-tailed) .003

Note: Square Root of AVE on Diagonal

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

c. Listwise N=213

Forgo Exercise

Self-control
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Table 10 shows the correlation between factors and the square root of AVE on diagonal. 

As we can see from the table, the square root of AVE is greater than the inter-construct 

correlation. Therefore, the discriminant validity level of the latent factors is acceptable.  

4.3.2. Fitness Label’s Impact on Calorie Level and Healthfulness 

Study 1 first examines if fitness label is able to create a health halo. Two questions are 

used to measure the health halo produced by fitness label. There questions include 1) to what 

extent do you agree that fitness trail mix has less calorie; 2) to what extent do you agree that 

fitness trail mix is more healthful. As shown in Table 11, the neutral point of these three 

questions is 0, it means the respondent neither agree nor disagree with the question. The result 

indicates that fitness label can indeed produce a health halo. Participants tend to agree that fitness 

trail mix has less calorie than non-fitness labeled trail mix; they also tend to agree that fitness 

trail mix is more healthful than non-fitness labeled trail mix. 

 

Table 11 

Test of Health Halo 

 

 

4.3.3. Fitness Label’s Impact on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

To compare forgo exercise intention in two food label conditions, the One-Way ANOVA 

is employed. The result shows that MFitness=3.831, SEMFitness= .162; MNon-Fitness=3.744, SEMNon-

Fitness=.147. This result suggests that when response conflict is not present, people’s intention to 

Lower Upper

Fitness trail mix has less calorie 1.017 9.854 282 .000 1.017 .813 1.220

Fitness trail mix is more healthful 1.222 12.281 282 .000 1.222 1.026 1.419

Fitness trail mix tastes better .044 .408 282 .683 .044 -.170 .259

One-Sample Test

Test Value = 0

Mean t df Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean 

Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference
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forgo exercise in the fitness trail mix condition and the Non-fitness trail mix condition is not 

significantly different (F<1, ns). The result also shows that the health halo produced by the 

fitness label does not make people more likely to forgo exercise. Therefore, H1 is not supported. 

4.3.4. Self-control’s Impacts on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

Next to examine the impact of self-control on forgo exercise intention. A linear 

regression analysis is conducted. Self-control explains 3.8% of forgo exercise’s variation 

(Beta=-.208, t= -3.059, p= .002). Choosing fitness labeled food does not explain forgo exercise’s 

variation (Beta= .037, ns). This result is consistent with H4, which suggests that participants’ 

self-control negatively and significantly affects intention to forgo exercise.  

 

4.4. Discussion 

The purpose of study 1 is to employ improved measures to examine the impact of 

choosing fitness labeled food when response conflict is not involved in food choice. According 

to theoretical analysis, both the depletion theory and the goal cognitive theory suggest that 

respondents should have enough self-control capacity to regulate their exercise decision. The 

halo effect predicts more intention to forgo exercise. The goal research cannot provide any 

predictions.  

Study 1 finds that participants tend to evaluate fitness trail mix as having lower calorie 

and being healthier, this finding suggests that the fitness label is able to generate a health halo. 

However, this health halo does not lead to a halo effect that leads to more intention to forgo 

exercise. Moreover, choosing fitness labeled trail mix does not have a significantly impact on 

intention to forgo exercise, participants in fitness label and non-fitness labeled food conditions 

exhibit indifferent intentions to forgo exercise.  
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Also, both the depletion theory and the cognitive control theory suggest that when there 

is no response conflict, people should have enough self-capacity in regulating their exercise 

decision. And respondents’ self-evaluated self-control value indicate the amount of self-control 

capacity they have when there is no response conflict. Study 1 suggests that participants’ self-

control negatively and significantly affect intention to forgo exercise. This is consistent with the 

prediction of the depletion theory and the cognitive control theory.  Study 2 examines the effect 

of fitness label when a mild response conflict is involved. A mild response conflict is 

manipulated in the two scenarios of Study 2. 
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CHAPTER V 

STUDY 2 

The purpose of study 2 is to examine how choosing fitness labeled food impacts 

consumer’s forgo exercise intention when a mild response conflict is involved in food choice. As 

explained in previous chapter, study 1 is a replication of previous studies that do not consider the 

role of response conflict. Study 1 finds that choosing fitness labeled food does not affect 

subsequent exercise intention when response conflict is absent. Based on this result, study 2 

further explore the impact of choosing fitness labeled food by introducing a mild response 

conflict. The employment of study 2 follows a logical sequence. A mild response conflict and 

choosing fitness labeled food are manipulated in the scenarios (Appendix B). This Chapter 

presents the design, procedure, and results of study 2.  

 

5.1. Experimental Design  

Study 2 continues to adopt a single-factor experimental design. The scenarios incorporate 

a short description about the taste of the two food choices to hint a mild response conflict is 

involved in food choice (Scenarios can be found in Appendix B). Study 2 uses the same survey 

structure, measures, and attention check question as those used in study 1. One manipulation 

check question on attribute information was placed right after the scenario. Participants were 

asked to indicate on a 7-point scale (ranging from -3 to 3) if they agree that fitness trail mix 
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tastes better than non-fitness trail mix. The point -3 represents fitness trail mix tastes a lot worse 

than non-fitness trail mix. The point 3 represents fitness trail mix tastes a lot better than non-

fitness trail mix. The midpoint 0 indicated that fitness trail mix and non-fitness trail mix are 

equally tasty. Our manipulation aims to describe fitness trail mix as tasting worse than non-

fitness trail mix.   

 

5.2. Procedure 

Data is collected on MTurk, people who completed study 1 survey are assigned with a 

qualification that makes sure that they will not be allowed to take study 2 survey. A total of 300 

participants completed the study 2 survey for $1 compensation. They were told that the 

researchers were interested in studying modern consumers’ lifestyles, they were also told that the 

survey required them to read a scenario about a college student’s choices, the survey would take  

about 10 minutes. Participants had to complete a section about their demographic information 

before they could proceed to the scenario.  

The first step of data screening is checking for missing data. The survey has a force 

response setting on all questions, participants could only abandon the survey or complete all 

questions in the survey once they hit the “start button”. Thus, no missing data is found in 

submitted surveys. The next step is to eliminate responses that don’t pass the attention check 

questions, and the responses that were completed within an extraordinary short period of time 

(such as within 250 seconds). Seventy-two responses didn’t pass the attention check or speed 

check, leaving us a total of 228 responses (female= 45.2%, Mage= 29.96, SDage= 12.046).  

The majority of participants (97%) passed the manipulation check question about taste 

perception. One-sample t-test was employed to compare mean ratings of taste perception to the 
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midpoint of 0. This method was adopted from Scott et al., (2020). M=-2.34, SD= 1.13, t (228)= -

24.47, p < .001, d= -2.08. The descriptive statistics of participant sin study 2 is demonstrated in 

Table 12. Participants in the fitness label condition and non-fitness food condition are not 

significantly different in terms of their age, gender, exercise frequency, and exercise intensity.  

 

 

Table 12 

Descriptive Statistics of Participants in Study 2 

 

 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Reliability and Validity 

The reliability and validity results are shown in Table 13 and Table 14. The results 

suggest sufficient reliability and validity. Self-control has a slightly low Cronbach’s alpha value, 

but its CR is high enough to suggest that this scale is reliable.  

 

Fitness Label Condition Non-Fitness Label Condition

(N=119) (N=109)

Demographics

Age Mage=30.92 Mage=28.91

(16 - 70 years) (16 - 67 years)

Female 54% 49%

Personal Characteristics

Exercise Frequency Mfrequency=3.36 day/week Mfrequency=3.28 day/week

Exercise Intensity Mintensity=3.54 Mintensity=3.54

Self-Control Mself-control=9.630 Mself-control=9.477
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Table 13 

Results of Reliability Test of Latent Variables: Standardized Factor Loadings, Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE), Composite Reliability, and Cronbach’s Alpha  

 

Table 14 

Results of Validity Test: Correlation and Square Root of AVE 

 

 

5.3.2. Fitness Label’s Impact on Calorie Level and Healthfulness 

As shown in Table 15, participants in study 2 do not develop a health halo that favors 

fitness labeled trail mix. Participants do not consider fitness trail mix as having less calorie 

content, or being more healthful. This result suggests that fitness label did not generate a health 

halo in study 2. 

  

Constructs SFL AVE CR Alpha

Forgo Exercise .657 .905 .872

Do you support that she should skip her usual 3-mile run tonignt? .821

Do you think it would be okay for her to skip her usual 3-mile run tonight? .798

Do you think skipping the 3-mile run is a good decision? .900

If you were her, would you skip the 3-mile run? .788

(R) To what extent do you think she should continue her usual 3-mile run tonight? .738

Self-Control .700 .823 .631

I am good at resisting temptation. .840

I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals. .838

Note: excluded respondents that don't pass manipulation check

Forgo Exercise Self-control

Pearson Correlation .811

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pearson Correlation -.220** .837

Sig. (2-tailed) .001

Note: Square Root of AVE on Diagonal

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

c. Listwise N=228

Forgo Exercise

Self-control
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Table 15 

Test of Health Halo 

 

 

5.3.3. Fitness Label’s Impact on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

Choosing fitness labeled food is coded as 1, and choosing non-fitness labeled food is 

coded as 0. One-Way ANOVA analyses and independent sample t tests are employed to compare 

intention to forgo exercise in the fitness trail mix condition and non-fitness trail mix condition. 

The result suggests that intention to forgo exercise in both conditions are not significantly 

different (MFitness=3.550, SEMFitness= .133; MNon-Fitness=3.835, SEMNon-Fitness=.140, t= -1.476, ns). 

According to our conceptual analysis, choosing fitness labeled food has an impact on forgo 

exercise intention only when the precondition is met. That is, the impact of fitness label is only 

present among those whose BMI falls within the normal range. Goal commitment research 

suggests that this lower forgo exercise intention is only present among people who value the 

fitness goal, and respondents whose BMI falls within the normal range are more likely to value 

the fitness goal. Therefore, we select responses with a normal BMI. As explained earlier, a 

normal BMI range from 18.5 to 24.9. A total of 118 respondents’ BMI falls within the normal 

range. Respondents in the fitness trail mix condition have a significant lower intention to forgo 

exercise (MFitness=3.511, SEMFitness= .190; MNon-Fitness=4.109, SEMNon-Fitness=.192, t= -2.202, 

p<0.05, d= -.406), Cohen’s d is calculated to reflect the effect size. the Cohen’s d suggests that 

there is a -.406-standard deviation of the difference between the two conditions, the effect size of 

Lower Upper

Fitness trail mix has less calorie -1.13 -7.636 227 .000 -1.130 -1.42 -.84

Fitness trail mix is more healthful -.88 -5.953 227 .000 -.877 -1.17 -.59

One-Sample Test

Test Value = 0

Mean t df Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean 

Differen

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
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the difference is medium. This result is consistent with H2. So H2 is supported among normal 

weighted respondents. 

   

5.3.4. Self-Control’s Impacts on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

According to previous analysis, when response conflict is mild, both depletion theory and 

cognitive control theory suggest that people should have enough self-control capacity to regulate 

their exercise decision. To examine the impact of self-control and choosing fitness labeled food 

on forgo exercise intention. A linear regression analysis is conducted using all responses. Self-

control (Beta=-.218, t= -3.362, p= .001) and choosing fitness labeled food (Beta=-.211, t=-1.410, 

ns) collectively explain 4.9% of forgo exercise’s variation. This result is consistent with H4. 

Next, the same linear regression analysis is conducted using responses with a normal 

BMI.  Self-control (Beta=-.273, t= -3.107, p= .002) and fitness label (Beta=-.091, t= -2.408, 

p= .018) collectively explain 9.9% of forgo exercise’s variation. This result is also consistent 

with H4. The result suggests that H4 is supported. 

 

5.4. Discussion 

The purpose of study 2 is to examine how fitness label impacts consumer’s forgo exercise 

intention when a mild response conflict is involved in food choice. The result has three 

implications. First, when response conflict is mild, choosing fitness labeled food significantly 

lowered people’s intention to forgo exercise, this effect is only present among respondents whose 

BMI falls within the normal range. This result partially supports H2, it suggests that fitness label 

is able to prime the goal of getting fit only among normal-weighted respondents.  
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 Second, respondent’s self-control significantly and negatively influences intention to 

forgo exercise. According to our conceptual analysis, both the depletion theory and the cognitive 

control theory suggest that when a mild response conflict is involved, people should have enough 

self-control capacity in regulating their subsequent exercise decision. Since people’s self-

regulation resource is not significantly consumed when the response conflict is mild, their self-

evaluated self-control reflects their self-control capacity. Our result demonstrates this negative 

and significant effect of self-control on intention to forgo exercise. This is consistent with H4.  

Third, study 2 shows that health halo is not present, suggesting that fitness label does not 

necessarily create a health halo that bias people’s judgements of fitness labeled food. The 

absence of halo effect in study 2 further suggests that goal commitment is most likely to be the 

mechanism that explains the impact of choosing fitness labeled food when a mild response 

conflict is involved in food choice. 

As explained in our conceptual analysis section, a same behavior is able to prime goal 

commitment and signal goal progress. Yet goal commitment and goal progress predict 

completely different behaviors. Given the findings of study 2, an additional question to ask is 

whether increasing the magnitude of response conflict is able to shift consumer’s attention from 

goal commitment to goal progress? We believe the answer is positive. In the next chapter, a 

study 3 is conducted to answer this question by examining choosing fitness label’s effect on 

forgo exercise intention when a strong response conflict is involved in food choice. The response 

conflict is manipulated in the scenarios.
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CHAPTER VI 

STUDY 3 

The purpose of study 3 is to examine how choosing fitness labeled food impacts 

consumer’s forgo exercise intention when a strong response conflict is involved in food choice. 

Scenarios manipulate a strong level of response conflict, and choosing fitness label condition 

(Appendix C). This chapter presents the design, procedure, and results of study 3.  

 

6.1. Experimental Design 

This study continues to use a two-scenario experimental design. The scenarios 

incorporate a section describing the strong response conflict experienced by the hypothetical 

person in the scenario (scenarios can be found in Appendix C). Moreover, study 3 changes the 

stimuli used in scenarios from trail mix to energy bar. Both trail mix and energy bar can be 

considered as both healthy and unhealthy, depending on the ingredients of the food. Fitness label 

is used more frequently on energy bars in U.S. supermarkets, so study 3 uses energy bar as the 

stimuli in the scenarios. Study 3 uses the same survey structure, measures, manipulation check 

question and attention check questions as those used in study 2. 
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6.2. Procedure 

Data of study 3 is collected on SurveyMonkey to reach a larger respondent base. A total 

of 200 participants completed study 3 survey for $2 compensation. Same with study 1 and study 

2, all respondents were told that the researchers were interested in studying consumers’ lifestyles 

and wellbeing. In the introduction section of the survey, respondents were told that the survey 

takes about 10 minutes to complete, it requires them to read a short paragraph of a scenario about 

a college student’s choice, the subsequent questions would be based on the scenario. Then they 

proceeded to complete questions about their demographic information before reading the 

scenario.  

Study 3 went through the same data screening process, incomplete responses, responses 

that do not pass the attention check questions and responses that are completed too fast are 

eliminated, which makes the total number of valid responses 134 (female= 63.4%, Mage= 35.63, 

SDage= 12.446). The descriptive statistics of all participants in study 3 is demonstrated in Table 

16. Participants in the fitness label condition and non-fitness food condition are not significantly 

different in terms of their age, gender, exercise frequency, or exercise intensity.  

The majority of participants (90%) passed the manipulation check question about taste 

perception. One-sample t-test was employed to compare mean ratings of taste perception to the 

midpoint of 0. M=-1.41, SD= 1.56, t (134) = -10.49, p < .001, d= -0.91. 
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Table 16 

Descriptive Statistics of Participants in Study 3 

 

 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Reliability and Validity 

The reliability and validity results are shown in Table 17 and Table 18. All items loaded 

on correspondent factors, all except one of forgo exercise item loadings are greater than 0.7. 

Since the items of forgo exercise demonstrate good reliability and validity in study 1 and study 2, 

we will continue to use them in study 3 despite one low factor loading. All AVE values are 

greater than 0.5, all CR values are greater than 0.7, and all Cronbach’s alpha values are greater 

than 0.7, suggesting that these measures have acceptable reliability and convergent validity. 

Table 18 shows that the square root of AVE is greater than the inner-construct correlations, 

suggesting that the latent factors demonstrate enough discriminant validity.  

 

 

 

 

Fitness Label Condition Non-Fitness Label Condition

(N=79) (N=55)

Demographics

Age Mage=35.79 Mage=35.41

(16 - 65 years) (17 - 65 years)

Female 66% 60%

Personal Characteristics

Exercise Frequency Mfrequency=3.56 day/week Mfrequency=3.58 day/week

Exercise Intensity Mintensity=3.28 Mintensity=3.20
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Table 17 

Results of Reliability Test of Latent Variables: Standardized Factor Loadings, Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE), Composite Reliability, and Cronbach’s Alpha  

 

 

Table 18 

Results of Validity Test: Correlation and Square Root of AVE 

 

 

6.3.2. Fitness Label’s Impact on Calorie Level and Healthfulness 

As shown in Table 19, study 3 observes a health halo produced by fitness label: 

participants agree that fitness energy bars contain less calorie, and are more healthful. 

 

Constructs SFL AVE CR Alpha

Forgo Exercise .641 .898 .867

Do you support that she should skip her usual 3-mile run tonignt? .819

Do you think it would be okay for her to skip her usual 3-mile run tonight? .831

Do you think skipping the 3-mile run is a good decision? .658

If you were her, would you skip the 3-mile run? .861

(R) To what extent do you think she should continue her usual 3-mile run tonight? .817

Self-Control .886 .894 .931

I am good at resisting temptation. .948

I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals. .934

Note: excluded responses that don't pass manipulation check

Forgo Exercise Self-Control

Pearson Correlation .801

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pearson Correlation -.366** .941

Sig. (2-tailed) .001

Note: Square Root of AVE on Diagonal

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

c. Listwise N=134

Forgo Exercise

Self-control
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Table 19 

Test of Health Halo  

 

 

6.3.3. Fitness Label’s Impact on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

ANOVA analysis and independent sample t tests are employed to compare intention to 

forgo exercise in the fitness energy bar condition and non-fitness energy bar condition. Cohen’s 

d is calculated manually to examine the effect size of the difference. The result shows that 

consumers in fitness energy bar condition have significantly higher intention to forgo exercise, 

the effect size is medium large (MFitness=2.795, SEMFitness= .145; MNon-Fitness=2.007, SEMNon-

Fitness=.143, t= 3.746, p<0.01, d= .658). This result is consistent with H3, which suggests that 

when a strong response conflict is involved, people in fitness label condition are more likely to 

forgo exercise than people in non-fitness food condition. However, the median value of forgo 

exercise is 4, value 4 refers to a neutral opinion about forgoing exercise. Accordingly, values 

lower than 4 indicate disagreement to forgo exercise. Therefore, even though fitness label 

significantly increases consumer’s intention to forgo exercise, respondents in both conditions 

generally disagree with forgoing exercise when a strong response conflict is involved. 

 

6.3.4. Self-Control’s Impacts on Intention to Forgo Exercise 

According to previous analysis, when response conflict is strong, people will execute 

self-control to regulate their choice, yet both depletion theory and cognitive control theory 

Lower Upper

Fitness trail mix has less calorie .910 6.416 133 .000 .910 .63 1.19

Fitness trail mix is more healthful 1.157 8.920 133 .000 1.157 .90 1.41

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean 

Differen

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference

One-Sample Test

Test Value = 0

Mean t df
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suggest that people may not have enough self-control capacity to regulate their exercise decision. 

To examine if self-control is depleted, as well as examine fitness label’s effect on forgo exercise 

intention. A linear regression analysis is conducted using all responses. Self-control (Beta=-.390, 

t= -5.023, p< .001) and fitness label (Beta=.238, t= 3.064, p=.003) collectively explain 22.8% of 

forgo exercise’s variation. This result is consistent with H3 and H4. 

 

6.4. Discussion 

The purpose of study 3 is to examine how fitness label impacts people’s exercise decision 

when a strong response conflict is involved in food choice. H3 and H4 predict that choosing 

fitness labeled food significantly increases intention to forgo exercise, and self-control 

significantly decreases intention to forgo exercise. These predictions are supported in our results. 

And the collective predicting power of self-control and choosing fitness labeled food increases as 

the severity of response conflict increases. There are four theories and models that may explain 

this result: the depletion theory, the cognitive control theory, the halo effect, and the role of goal 

progress.  

Nevertheless, the result also shows that although respondents in fitness condition 

demonstrate significantly more intention to forgo exercise, intention to forgo exercise in both 

conditions are lower than the neutral point, suggesting that despite the positive effect of fitness 

condition on forgo exercise intention, respondents generally disagree to forgo exercise in both 

conditions. This result rules out the depletion theory as a possible explanation, since respondents 

have demonstrated sufficient self-control to make a goal-consistent exercise decision. So, the 

next question is which of the remaining 3 theories and models can be used to explain the 

phenomenon? Study 4 is conducted to answer this question. 
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CHAPTER VII 

STUDY 4 

7.1. Experimental Design 

The purpose of study 4 is two-fold. First of all, it tries to answer which theory or model 

explains the phenomenon observed in study 3. Second, it looks at how choosing fitness labeled 

food affects subsequent food choice when response conflict is strong. The remainder of the 

chapter presents the rationale, design, procedures, and results of study 4.  

 

7.1.1. Rationale of Study 4 

Study 3 finds that when a strong response conflict is involved, fitness label significantly 

and positively influences forgo exercise intention. This effect may be explained by the cognitive 

control theory, the halo effect, and goal progress. The cognitive control theory suggests that this 

effect is due to the activation of people’s cognitive control system. The activation of the 

cognitive control system enhances resolution of a subsequent similar response conflict frustrates 

the resolution of a subsequent different response conflict. Therefore, if the cognitive control 

system is playing a role, when a respondent is exposed to two consecutive food choices and an 

exercise decision, the respondent’s second food choice should be consistent with his/her first 

food choice, but his/her exercise decision should be inconsistent with his/her food choices.  
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 The halo effect and goal progress allow people to rationalize their indulgent behaviors 

through different routes: positive bias and progress achieved correspondingly. If these routes 

contributed to the higher forgo exercise intention observed in study 3, they should be able to 

result in another goal inconsistent food choice. 

 Based on the above analysis, the first step is trying to rule out the cognitive control 

theory. Study 4 adds a food choice scenario and question immediately after the food choice 

scenario used in study 3, the new food choice scenario and question is placed before the forgo 

exercise questions (Appendix D). If there is a significantly larger number of respondents in 

fitness label condition choose healthy food, then the cognitive control theory rather than other 

theories is more likely to explain the phenomenon. Otherwise we will be able to rule out the 

cognitive control theory.   

Study 4 continues the two-scenario experimental design. The first section of the scenario 

describes a response conflict encountered by a hypothetical college student; this section is 

exactly the same as the description used in study 3. This design ensures that the response conflict 

used for study 3 and study 4 is exactly the same.  

In addition to that, scenarios in study 4 add a new paragraph describing another food 

choice conflict encountered by the hypothetical student immediately after her first food choice. 

This paragraph is adapted from Dewitte et al., (2009). It describes a situation when the 

hypothetical student needs to choose from a fruit salad and an ice cream. A fruit salad is 

generally believed to be healthier than an ice cream. Study 4 uses the same survey structure, 

measures, manipulation check questions and attention check question as those used in study 1, 

study 2 and study 3. 
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7.2. Procedure 

A total of 125 participants on SurveyMonkey completed study 4 survey for $2 

compensation. Same with study 1, study 2, and study 3, all respondents were told that the 

research interests is consumers’ lifestyles and wellbeing. Respondents were told that the survey 

takes about 10 minutes to complete, it requires them to read a scenario about a college student’s 

choice, subsequent questions would be based on the scenario. Then they proceeded to complete 

questions about their demographic information before reading the scenario.  

The data screening process eliminated 9 responses, making the total number of valid 

responses 116 (female= 69%, Mage= 41.44, SDage= 12.372). The descriptive statistics of all 

participants in study 4 is demonstrated in Table 20. Participants in the fitness label condition and 

regular food condition are not significantly different in terms of their age, gender, exercise 

frequency, and exercise intensity.  

 

Table 20 

Descriptive Statistics of Participants in Study 4 

 

 

Fitness Label Condition Regular Food Condition

(N=50) (N=66)

Demographics

Age Mage=39.2 Mage=43.1

(18 - 65 years) (18 - 65 years)

Female 62% 58%

Personal Characteristics

Exercise Frequency Mfrequency=3.82 day/week Mfrequency=3.85 day/week

Exercise Intensity Mintensity=3.44 Mintensity=3.20
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7.3. Results 

The purpose of study 4 is to explore whether it is the cognitive control theory, halo effect 

or the goal research that explains the higher forgo exercise intention after choosing fitness 

labeled food. Study 4 also aims to answer the question that whether choosing fitness labeled food 

encourages more healthy food choices or encourages more indulgent food choices.  

First of all, a Chi Square Test of Independence is conducted to examine if the second 

food choice (choosing fruit salad vs. choosing ice cream) is independent of the first food choice 

(choosing fitness labeled energy bar vs. choosing non-fitness labeled energy bar). The Pearson 

Chi-Square value is insignificant (p>.05, ns). The result indicates that consumer’s second food 

choice is independent of the first food choice. There are more than 80% of respondents in both 

fitness energy bar condition and non-fitness energy bar condition chose fruit salad over ice 

cream. Suggesting that choosing fitness labeled food does not increase subsequent indulgent 

food choice. This result also suggests that neither a halo effect nor a goal progress illusion was 

produced by choosing fitness labeled energy bar, since participants did not exhibit more 

tendency towards an immediate indulgent behavior.  

 A one-way ANOVA is conducted to compare the mean values of intention to forgo 

exercise. Fitness labeled energy bar condition exhibits significantly higher intention to forgo 

exercise (MFitness=3.58, SEMFitness= .254; MNon-Fitness=2.94, SEMNon-Fitness=.191, t= 2.053, p<0.05, 

d= .385). This result is consistent with the findings of study 3, suggesting that when there is a 

strong response conflict, choosing fitness labeled food increases intention to forgo exercise. This 

result shows that consumers demonstrate two consecutive goal-consistent food choices and one 

goal-inconsistent exercise decision, which is in line with the prediction of cognitive control 

theory. Nevertheless, since the mean values of forgo exercise intention in both conditions are 
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lower than 4, consistent with findings in study 3, despite the positive effect of choosing fitness 

labeled food on forgo exercise intention, generally respondents in both conditions disagree with 

forgoing exercise.   

To understand if the interplay of the two food choices may affect forgo exercise 

intention, a two-way ANOVA is conducted. The result is insignificant (p>.05, nf). 

A linear regression result is conducted to examine self-control and fitness label’s impact 

on forgo exercise intention. Self-control (Beta=-.414, t= -4.925, p= .000) and fitness label 

(Beta=.215, t= 2.555, p=.012) collectively explain 19.2% of forgo exercise’s variation. This 

result is consistent with H3 and H4. 

 

7.4. Discussion 

The purpose of study 4 is two-fold: extends study 3 to answer which theory explains 

significantly higher intention to forgo exercise in fitness food condition; and explores how 

choosing fitness labeled food affects subsequent food choice.  

Study 4 presents respondents three consecutive response conflicts, the first 2 response 

conflicts are the same kind (choosing food), following a third different response conflict 

(exercise). The result shows respondents demonstrate a goal-consistent intention (choosing fruit 

salad) in the second response conflict, and an increase of a goal inconsistent tendency (forgoing 

exercise) in the third response conflict. Specifically, result shows that in both fitness and regular 

conditions, more than 80% of respondents chose fruit salad over ice cream, respondents do not 

exhibit any differences in the second food choice. This finding along with findings in study 3 

suggest that cognitive control theory is more likely to be the mechanism that explains higher 

forgo exercise intention in fitness condition. As explained earlier, cognitive control theory 
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suggests an increased ability to overcome a second response conflict when the two response 

conflicts are the same, it also suggests a decreased ability to overcome a second response conflict 

when the two response conflicts are different. Whereas the halo effect and goal progress suggest 

an indulgent decision after an initial strong response conflict, which is not observed in study 4. 

Therefore, we can rule out the halo effect and goal progress, and suggest that it is the cognitive 

control theory that explains the increase in forgo exercise intention in the fitness label condition. 

And choosing fitness labeled food does not produce any negative effects in subsequent food 

choice. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATION, LIMITATION, AND FUTURE DIRECTION  

8.1. Discussion 

This dissertation aims to understand the meaning of fitness label to consumers, and to 

explore the effect of choosing fitness labeled food on consumer’s subsequent forgo exercise 

intention. This research purpose is guided by three research questions. A summary of the main 

findings is demonstrated in Table 21.  

 

8.1.1. Findings for RQ1 

 

RQ1: What does “fitness” mean and what does “fitness labeled food” mean to 

consumers? 

An independent preliminary study with two open-ended survey questions is conducted to 

explore RQ1. The procedures and results are explained in section 3.3 and Table 7. Participants 

associate the word “fitness” with 1) being healthy; 2) being healthy and having a good body 

shape; 3) release stress and feel good; 4) to be physically active; and 5) quality of life. 

Participants tend to associate fitness label with 1) worse taste; 2) boost energy; 3) support weight 

control; 4) improve body shape; 5) support health; 6) better or healthier ingredients; 7) higher 

price; 8) increase positive emotion; 9) low calorie; 10) pure marketing; and 11) moderation. 
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8.1.2. Findings for RQ2 

RQ2: When there is no response conflict in food choice, how does choosing fitness 

labeled food affect consumer’s subsequent forgo exercise intention? 

Study 1 is conducted to explore RQ2. The result shows that when there is no response 

conflict in food choice, choosing fitness labeled food does not affect subsequent exercise 

intention. This result is consistent with our predictions. Moreover, participant’s self-control 

significantly and negatively affects their intention to forgo exercise. This is consistent with the 

predictions generated from the depletion theory and the cognitive control theory. Furthermore, 

study 1 observes a health halo produced by fitness label, yet the health halo does not lead to a 

halo effect that increases people’s intention to forgo exercise.  

 

8.1.3. Findings for RQ3 

RQ3: When there is a response conflict in food choice, how does choosing fitness labeled 

food affect consumer’s subsequent forgo exercise intention?  

Study 2, study 3 and study 4 are conducted to explore RQ3. The dissertation first 

employs a study 2 with a mild response conflict involved in food choice. Scenarios in study 2 

imply that choosing fitness labeled food requires a sacrifice in taste. The result shows that when 

there is a mild response conflict in food choice, choosing fitness labeled food has a significant 

and negative impact on intention to forgo exercise, but this effect is only present among 

participants whose BMI falls within the normal range. This result is consistent with the 

prediction generated from research about goal commitment. A health halo is not observed in 

study 2, which also suggests that the activation of goal commitment is most likely to explain the 

phenomenon. Moreover, participant’s self-control significantly and negatively affects their 
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intention to forgo exercise. This is predicted by the depletion theory and the cognitive control 

theory.  

Following the results of study 2, study 3 is conducted to answer a further question: by increasing 

the magnitude of response conflict, will the reinforced response conflict turn the negative impact 

of fitness label on forgo exercise to positive? This conjecture is reasonable since all four theories 

and models support this supposition. Scenarios in study 3 enhance the magnitude of response 

conflict by emphasizing the trade-offs between two food choices. The result shows that when 

there is a strong response conflict in food choice, choosing fitness labeled food significantly 

increases intention to forgo exercise. Consistent with our speculation, the negative impact of 

fitness label on forgo exercise becomes positive. It is interesting to note that despite the positive 

impact on forgo exercise intention, participants generally disagree with forgoing exercise. This is 

evidenced in their low assigned values to forgo exercise. This result rules out depletion theory as 

a possible explanation. There are three theories that may explain the phenomenon: the cognitive 

control theory, the halo effect, and goal progress. 

 Study 4 is conducted to investigate which of the three theories explain the phenomenon 

observed in study 3. By employing two food choice response conflicts and an exercise response 

conflict in the scenarios, study 4 finds that the first food choice conflict (choosing fitness labeled 

vs. non-fitness labeled food) does not affect subsequent food choice conflict (choosing fruit salad 

vs. choosing ice cream). This finding suggests that choosing fitness labeled food may not 

produce a halo effect nor an attention on goal progress. Study 4 also finds that participants in 

fitness condition have a significantly higher intention to forgo exercise. This finding along with 

previous finding about food choice conflict suggest that when halo effect and attention on goal 
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progress is absent, choosing fitness labeled food can still exert a positive effect on forgo exercise 

intention. Cognitive control system is the most plausible explanation.  

 

Table 21 

Summary of Statistic Results 

 

 

8.2. Theoretical and Managerial Implications 

This dissertation has at least three important theoretical implications. First of all, this 

dissertation integrates the concept of response conflict in the study of fitness labels, which 

provides solid foundation for future studies. Brown et al. (2018) suggest that results of 

persuasive language label studies lack consistency. This dissertation suggests that the 

inconsistency stems from the negligence of response conflicts involved in decisions. When 

response conflict is absent, consumer’s decisions are made more randomly. Yet when response 

conflict is present, overcoming different levels of response conflict requires consumers to exhibit 

different levels of self-control, effort, or even activating their cognitive control system in order to 

Hypotheses Description Results

H1

when no response conflict is involved in food choice, 

choosing fitness labeled food significantly and positively 

affects consumer's intention to forgo exercise. Not supported in Study 1

H2

when a mild response conflict is involved in food choice, 

choosing fitness labeled food significantly and negatively 

affects consumer's intention to forgo exercise. Partially supported in Study 2

H3

when a strong response conflict is involved in food 

choice, choosing fitness labeled food significantly and 

positively affects consumer’s intention to forgo exercise. Supported in Study 3 and Study 4

H4

Self-control significantly and negatively affects intention 

to forgo exercise. Supported in Study 1-4
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make goal-consistent decisions. For that reason, the severity of response conflict involved in 

initial decision will determine the activation of different reaction mechanism. And the different 

activated reaction mechanism will in turn affect subsequent decisions differently. By discussing 

the role of response conflict in influencing consumer’s goal consistent behavior, this dissertation 

sets a solid foundation for future studies that aim to understand persuasive label’s impacts. 

 Second, by setting different levels of response conflict, this dissertation is able to further 

discuss the theoretical basis of fitness label’s impacts under different response conflict levels. As 

explained earlier, different response conflicts will activate consumer’s different reaction 

mechanisms. Previous literature mainly discusses how consumer react to persuasive language 

labels. Failing to consider the role of response conflict constrains their ability to explain the 

phenomenon. By integrating the concept of response conflict, this dissertation is one of a few 

studies that is able to provide possible theoretical framework to explain consumer’s differential 

reaction mechanisms.  

 Lastly, this dissertation answers a critical marketing question: whether the use of fitness 

label will produce negative influence on consumer’s health. Our answer to this question is 

negative. The four studies of this dissertation explore the potential impacts of fitness label on 

forgo exercise intention under different response conflict levels. Our result shows that fitness 

label produces positive effect on forgo exercise intention only when the response conflict is 

strong. However, the effect is very small, most consumers still intend to continue their regular 

exercise even under this condition. People’s self-control capacity has very positive impact on 

their exercise intention.  

This dissertation also has very important managerial implications. It answers a question 

raised at the beginning of this dissertation: whether fitness label should be discontinued as a 
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marketing technique? This dissertation suggests that fitness label can be used.  Three reasons 

support this suggestion and provides three implications. First of all, the influence of fitness label 

is determined by the response conflict involved in food choices and other health-related choices. 

When choosing fitness labeled food does not result in any response conflicts, the influence of 

fitness label is very small. Therefore, an important implication is business practitioners need to 

do their best to reduce the chances of response conflict, such as improving food tastes.  

Moreover, this dissertation finds that fitness label is beneficial for goal-consistent 

decision when there is a mild response conflict involved in food choice. This beneficial influence 

can become negative as the magnitude of response conflict increases. Therefore, for 

practitioners, it is crucial to understand the most important product attributes that affect 

consumer’s choices. Business practitioners need to make sure that fitness labeled food perform 

well on these most important attributes. In the meanwhile, business practitioners can lower their 

criterions on less important food attributes. By lowering criterions for less important attributes, 

companies can not only save money, but also exert positive influence on consumers.  

Last but not least, it is important for fitness labeled food producers to establish loyalty 

programs with customers. Consumers who frequently purchase fitness labeled food will face a 

decreasing level of response conflict. By establishing loyalty programs to encourage habitual 

purchase, companies can reduce the chance of exerting negative influence on consumers. 

 

8.3. Limitations and Future Direction 

 

This dissertation has several limitations that also suggests good future directions. First of 

all, running scenario-based experiments alone cannot observe how participants react to more 

realistic environment. Survey-based experiments allow participants to consider the question from 
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a third person’s perspective, this research design helps to understand participant’s cognitive 

analysis of the issue. Participants rely on their rational considerations to make decisions. 

However, in everyday life, people’s decisions could be irrational. Their decisions are also subject 

to emotional reactions and other unexpected situations. For that reason, it is not only necessary 

but also imperative to reexamine the results of this dissertation using different experimental 

designs. However, given the current impact of COVID-19 and the requirements of social 

distancing, conducting in person experiments is almost impossible. Therefore, using in-person 

experiments to reexamine the results of this dissertation becomes an important direction for 

future studies.  

Second, this dissertation has not directly examined the role of suggested theories in 

explaining participants’ reactions. This dissertation studies participant’s reaction mechanism 

through analyzing existing studies, proposing possible theoretical explanations, excluding 

theories that produce predictions that are inconsistent with study results, and then suggests the 

most possible theoretical explanation. This approach helps to narrow down the research area for 

future studies, but it cannot provide direct evidence for the role of suggested theories in 

influencing participant’s reactions. For that reason, investigating the role of suggested theories in 

influencing participant’s reactions through experimental verification becomes a second important 

direction for future studies.   

Moreover, this dissertation utilizes “perceived taste” as a factor to manipulate different 

levels of response conflict. The theoretical basis for this design is the fact that taste plays a major 

role in influencing consumer’s food choice, this fact is evidenced provided by research studies. 

However, there should be other factors that can result in response conflicts, such as prices, 

perceived efforts to get the food, peer influence etc. This dissertation has not discussed these 
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factors yet, and investigating response conflicts generated by these factors could become an 

interesting topic for future studies.  

Lastly, both study 3 and study 4 find evidence that when response conflict is strong, 

fitness label significantly increases participant’s forgo exercise intention. However, according to 

study results, it is clear that participants in study 4 have demonstrated slightly higher general 

intention to forgo exercise than participants in study 3. This dissertation assumes this difference 

is generated by adding another response conflict in study 4, and does not discuss in depth the 

cause of this difference. It can become a good discussion topic for future studies.
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APPENDIX A: SCENARIOS USED IN STUDY 1 

Emily is a university student. She is currently trying to lose weight by eating healthy meals and 

getting regular exercise. For example, last night Emily had a spinach salad topped with chicken 

and walnuts for dinner, a small piece of cake for dessert. She then went on her usual 3-mile run. 

Tonight, Emily had lots of homework to do and so she is a bit busier than normal. She has just 

finished dinner and dessert, and is trying to decide whether or not to skip her usual run in order 

to save time. For dinner, she had roasted vegetables over brown rice. For dessert, she was 

deciding between… 

 

(Scenario 1: Choosing fitness food condition) 

…a small bag of fitness trail mix and regular trail mix, and she chose to eat the fitness trail mix. 

 

(Scenario 2: Choosing regular food condition) 

…a small bag of fitness trail mix and regular trail mix, and she chose to eat the regular trail mix. 
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Appendix B: Scenarios Used in Study 2 

Emily is a university student. She is currently trying to lose weight by eating healthy meals and 

getting regular exercise. For example, last night Emily had a spinach salad topped with chicken 

and walnuts for dinner, a small piece of cake for dessert. She then went on her usual 3-mile run. 

Tonight, Emily is busier than normal. She has just finished dinner and dessert, and is trying to 

decide whether or not to skip her usual run in order to save time. For dinner, she had two options. 

The first option was a bag of regular trail mix, and the second option was a bag of fitness trail 

mix. The fitness trail mix tastes a lot worse than the regular trail mix.  

 

(Scenario 1: Choosing fitness food condition) 

…And she chose to eat the fitness trail mix.  

 

(Scenario 2: Choosing regular food condition) 

…And she chose to eat the regular trail mix.  
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Appendix C: Scenarios Used in Study 3 

Emma is a university student. She is currently trying to control her weight by eating healthily 

and running 3 miles every day. Today Emma got very hungry after class. She stopped in front of 

a vending machine and tried to decide what to get. The vending machine offered regular energy 

bars and fitness energy bars.  

The regular energy bar tastes much better than the fitness energy bar, it is Emma’s favorite 

snack, and she found it difficult to control her cravings for the regular energy bar, especially 

when she is very hungry. Whereas the fitness energy bar doesn’t taste very good, so she doesn’t 

like it very much.  

 

(Scenario 1: Choosing fitness food condition) 

… Emma hesitated for a while, and decided to get a fitness energy bar despite her cravings for 

the regular energy bar. After she ate the fitness energy bar, Emma went back to her dorm. It was 

late in the afternoon, so she started to consider whether or not to skip her usual 3-mile run today.  

 

(Scenario 2: Choosing regular food condition) 

… Emma hesitated for a while, and decided to get a regular energy bar to satisfy her cravings for 

the regular energy bar. After she ate the regular energy bar, Emma went back to her dorm. It was 

late in the afternoon, so she started to consider whether or not to skip her usual 3-mile run today.  
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Appendix D: Scenarios Used in Study 4 

Emma is a university student. She is currently trying to control her weight by eating healthily 

and running 3 miles every day. Today Emma got very hungry after class. She stopped in front of 

a vending machine and tried to decide what to get. The vending machine offered regular energy 

bars and fitness energy bars.  

The regular energy bar tastes much better than the fitness energy bar, it is Emma’s favorite 

snack, and she found it difficult to control her cravings for the regular energy bar, especially 

when she is very hungry. Whereas the fitness energy bar doesn’t taste very good, so she doesn’t 

like it very much.  

 

(Scenario 1: Choosing fitness food condition) 

… Emma hesitated for a while, and decided to get a fitness energy bar despite her cravings for 

the regular energy bar.  

After she ate the fitness energy bar, Emma went to have dinner with her friends. She wanted to 

order a seasonal fruit salad for dessert. When the waiter came to take her order, the waiter 

recommended the home-made specialty: ice cream with Chantilly made of fresh milk. The ice 

cream looked more tempting than the fruit salad on the menu. What do you think Emma should 

order? A fruit salad or an ice cream? 
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(Scenario 2: Choosing regular food condition) 

… Emma hesitated for a while, and decided to get a regular energy bar to satisfy her cravings for 

the regular energy bar.  

 

After she ate the regular energy bar, Emma went to have dinner with her friends. She wanted to 

order a seasonal fruit salad for dessert. When the waiter came to take her order, the waiter 

recommended the home-made specialty: ice cream with Chantilly made of fresh milk. The ice 

cream looked more tempting than the fruit salad on the menu. What do you think Emma should 

order? A fruit salad or an ice cream? 
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